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policy for naming,· Sicuro
said. The reason being, he
said, is that a lot of poIticaI
hassles occur without a
standard policy. The college
will be looking for SPOnsors for
scholarships, lecture series,
buildings, endowed chairs,
and just about anything that
can be named, the president
said.
In the interim, Sicuro
suggested that the dorm
students .come up with
temporary names to replace
the generic Dorms 1, 2, and 3,
the current names of the
residence halls.
New and other more
directive, signs to Identify
buildings and places on
ca"lJUS wil~ $OOn be
implemented, the first being
two signs that wi. be up in time
for commencement.
The president also made
reference to Dorm 4, which will
house approximately 420
students. No building date
has been set for the
apartment style dorms. The
college had to concGde
approximately 14 concltions
determined by the Bristol
Zoning Board of Review as ~
condition to its being granted
the special exception needed
for the building.
A 5,000 square foot student
services building has also
been proposed and is
penclng approval by the
. .~. . ... ~
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the schools with the largest
enrollment, about 500. He
added that the first floor will
continue to house computers
and the audio-visual center.
Sicuro said he was confident
in development that an
individual or corporation would
be found to name the school
of business after. This is part
of the move to name and sign
the whole ca"lJUs.
"'We need to develop a
Reprinted with ".rmlsslon
by The Brl.tol Phoenix.
opened the assembly by
congratulating the College
Planning Council on the plan.
The first comri1ent came
from newly appointed Acting
Dean Anthony lannucelli, who
asked for confirmation that
part of the old Hbrary will be
used as the SChool of
Business. Slcuro said the
Ixary wi. be used as
classroom and office space for
the business school, one of
It's a small, small world...
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MAsf£R PLAN-DRAfT fOR 1)1$C.U~SION
for the '9Os. The draft Is
headed back to MalcOlm
Forbes, vice president for
academic affairs for the third
revision.
A final copy will be
presented to the board of
trustees of the college for
their approval In the fall.
Mostly faculty and staff
made up the audience in the
half-filled lecture haJl129.
PresidentNatale Slcuro
'PAOlltlo (NTF-.
f~~~~V'
Pictured here Is the proposed map of physical buildings for campus. The plans calls
for the addition of at least 13 bUildings, fields and parking lots Including a marine
biology lab on the water and a three-level parking structure under the bridge.
Linda Ellerbee to
address graduates
the result of a
misunderstanding.
What did happen, according
to Sicuro, was the Honorary
Degree Committee, the group
responsible for deciding who
will receive honorary degrees,
and for obtaining a speaker for
commencement, wasn't
having much luck finding a
speaker.
Angela Landsbury, one of
the committee's choices, had
a conflict, and C. Everett '
Koop, the former surgeon
general of the United States
was too expensive. Sicuro
said what they would have
done, was not had a speaker.
He said this is customary at
many college's including
Brown University.
•
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By Michele Baccarella
MaDallDI Editor
The physical faclltles was
the aspect of the Plan for the
'9OS which garnered the most
discussion at a college
assembly held last Thursday.
The assembly was held so
that anyone could ask
questions or make comments,
adcItIons or suggestions to
the second draft of the Plan
Development is topic at open forum
Syndicated newspaper
columnist Unda Ellerbee will
be the featured speaker as
400 men and women receive '
their degrees at Commence-
ment ceremonies on May 19.
Controversy brewed last
week as rumors spread like
wildfire around ca"lJUS that
President Natale Siano would
be the commencement
speaker.
The hype even landed RWC.
on the front page of last
SUnday's Providence Journal
Bulletin in a story about
different schools' commence-
mart speakers. As a result,
emergency meetings were
held with senior class officers
early last week.
In an interview on Friday,
Sicuro said the situation was
Commencement
Commencement ceremonies will be' held on
Saturday, Ma 19 at 10 am, changed from
By Michele Baccarella
Ma'naging Editor
News
Minority record disputes diversity claim
"Blacks need each other to socialize. They can be friends
with whites, but they need their own ftroup in order to get
the necessary feeling of brotherhood. ' -- Dwight Datcher
By Johanna Nilsson
Special t~ The Messenger
With only 20 black students
on caJT1)US it certainly seems _
questionable whether RWC is
interested in ethnic, racial, and
cultural diversity .
After 22 years at RWC, .
Benjamin~. Carr, marketing
professor, is still the only black
professor on campus. During
his years he~, Carr said he
has seen a reduction in black
enrollment.
Records indicating
enrollment by race'are not
kept, according to Carr,
because he said the
administration does not have
any interest in keeping the'
black students and therefore
is not keeping a record.
Karen Haskell, dean of
students, said there are no
records of race kept because
there is a law which prohibits
universities from asking
questions about race on the
appAcation.
The law creates a
contradictory situation,
because the government
requires universities to
prov,ide minority population
statistics every other year. .
Registraf-Robert'Fetterhoff
said that even if race
questions cannot be
formulated on the application
form, there are ways to keep a
record. "After the enrollment,
no law prohibits minority
questions."
The most current minority
. population statistics at RWC
from the fall of 1988 show that
20 students or ,1.05 ~rcent,
of the then 1,898 student
body were black. Fetterhoff
said he doubted the
information had changed
significantly since then.
RWC is not the only school
experiencing a decrease in
minority stUdents, according
to Haskell, who said all
colleges are facing the same
problem.'The only minority
group that has increased is
the Asian, which is due in part
to irrvnigration trends to the
United States.
. Haske. said RWC has tried
to increase the number of
minorities. One example is
that this year the admissions
office will be sending
representatives to both Asia
and South America to recruit
students of different cultures
to the college.
Dwight F. Datcher, director
of athl$tics has alsOdone a
littre moonlighting for
admissions, reauiting five
black students from his
hometown Washington, D.C.
"We need to create a
balance of students. If the .
black student does not come,
we have to bring him here,"
.Datcher said. One way to do
this, he suggested, was
through offering scholarships.
"If we don' create a balance,
we do a disservice to the rest
of the students," he said.
Datcher attended RWC from
1970 to 1974. At that time the
black population was larger,
and many came from the
Providence area. Today most
of the black students corne
from outside of Rhode Island.
"We need to have black
students who Ive in the area,
so those who do not can make
friends arid be able to leave
the campus on weekends,"
Datcher said. "Blacks need
each other to socialize. They
can be friends with whites, but
they need their own group in
order to get the necessary
feeling of brotherhood."
According to Datcher, there
are not enough black
students on campus to
achieve a brotherhood
environment.
. ."It is easy t~ tak a good
game," said Carr. Neither he
nor DaIcher SlId they beleved
the official efforts by the
college have led to the results
they were intended to.
Datcher is optimistic with
President Natale SiaJro's Plan
for the '9Os, which includes
the addition of two new
fulltime positions of a minority
recruiter and a minority
advisor. 'We need to support
the minorities so they don't
transfer," Datcher said.
Other objectives of the plan
for minorities include
increased efforts to hire
. minority faculty, staff and
administration, and to
estabfish a mi~rity mentor
program.
One black student who has
had thoughts of transferring is
Erica Walters, a senior.
"If I did not have my
professors' support I would
have transferred a long time
ago. I have hated this place so
many times."
Walters said she has often
been offended due to her
color. She claimed there is
racism at RWC, on the part of
both the administration and
the students.
"Many students are ignorant
and the administration seems
to want to maintain an image of
a white, middle class col
W.....-*t.
To be judged because of
color can make one feel
inferior, she said. Black
students handle this inferior
feefing in a couple of different
ways, Walter said.
"Some react by being
aggressive lowards their
surroundings, other like me,
take it inside," Walters said.
"It's been a struggle to be
here and I'm~ I'm
graduating this year. The next
school wi. go to will have a
healthier environment for all,
said Walters, a psychology
major who plans to attend
graduate school.
Walers who was born in
Kingston, Jamaica, moved to
the United States when she
was four years okt
She attended high school in
Enfield, Connecticut, a white
neighborhood, but one, she
said, where she experienced
less racism.
"I wish that I could have
taught the white- students
being different can be
something beautiful," Walters
said.
"I wish that I could
have taught the
white students
being different can
be something
beautiful." -- Erica
Michek BocctJTeUa and Kary
Andrews cOlllTibuled 10 this
artick.
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Here is a list of commencem-ent speakers for
other colleges in the state:
University of Rhode Is~and -
Author Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. International
Community College of Rhode Island -."
Business Consultant Ira Magaziner
Bryant College - .
Former W.S. Ambassador to China Winston
Lord
Rhode Island $chool of Design -
New York PhotoQrapher Duane Michals
Brown UniverSity (unconfirmed) -
Soviet Leader Mikhail Gorbachev
..
The" senior class took the
initiative alid Francesca
Abbraciamento, a member of
the senior class advisory
board, found out Ellerbee was
available and wil6ng to come to
RWC. She and Sarah
Blanchard, senior class
presiqent met with- the
Commencement Committee, '
the operative committee for
commencement, and made
their recommendation of
Elleibee for speaker.
Blanchard agrees "
miscorrvnunication was a
problem, and said the class
should have always had a
• speaker.
Sicuro said he will make
openingremarks, not a
speech. The only other
speakers will be Ralph, Papitto,
chairman of the board of
trustees of the college and
Blanchard.
Other changes in this year's
commencement according to
Gary Keighley, vice president
of external relations, was the
elimination of some political
speakers. Providence Mayor
Joseph PaoUno, an alumnus
of RWC, the governor, the
town administrator of Bristol,
were a few of the people
previously invited to make
remarks during
commencement.- .., ,
The aim of eliminating the
speakers is to keep the
ceremony down to two hours.
One speaker, who-has
previously addressed his or
her classmates at
commencement, the
President of Alpha Chi hOnor
society, will not this year.
This speaker was also
e6minated in order to save
time.
Cheryl Miller, this year's
president of Alpha Chi said
_she.was diSappointed at not
being able to address her
classmates.
"I was diSappointed
because they never told me
and I had no idea that was one
of the issues the Honorary
Degree handles."
Miller. served on the
Honorary Degree Committee,
and said she was not made
aware she would not be
speaking at graduation until ,
April 24 when she was told by
lorraine Dennis, co-sponsor
Miller had been"working on Chief Justice of the Rhode
her speech and had been Island Supreme Court.
thinking about it since last year Henry Kates of New York
when she became president "City will receive an honorary
of Alpha Chi, and was . " Doctor of Business '
informed it was one of her Administration degree. Kates
duties. "last year; Paul is the president and chief
Wiliams ~ke at graduation executive officer of The
and it's Men a tradition." Mutual Benefit Ufe Insurance
Miller said, in her speech, Company in Newark, New
she had planned to reflect 011- Jersey. - ,
the college experience. Receiving the honorary
"Everyone has grown not only Doctor of Community Service
educationally but individually," will be Ullan Koffler of
"Miller said she would have told Providence, a Rhode Island
her classmates in her speech. philanthropist. She and her
"leaming doesn't stop here, husband founded American
but continues for 6fe." Tourister luggage, Inc. in
Ellerbee, an author, 1932 h' hhumorist and former-TV news ,w IC grew to providing
emplpyment for more than
anchor also produces 1,500 Rhode Island workers.
programs for network, Eugene A. Brickach will be
syndicated, cable and public grand marshal and Charles R.
television.
Her book about TV, "And JUngwirth will serve as faculty
So It Goes", was on The New marshal. Music will be by the
York Times best-seller Hst for Rhode Island Symphonic
18 weeks, selUng half a million Band, and senior class advisor
copies. Nominated for a and coordinator of Student
Pulitzer prize, the book-is Activities, Tony Ferreira; will
used as a textbook.at more sing the ,National Anthem.
than 30 univ~rsities
throughout the country.
An honorary Doctor of laws
degree will be presented to
the Honorable Thomas F. Fay,
....
perimeter of the dormitory' The college's petition,
buildings, planting shrubs on which was proposed at the last
the west property line in order zoning board meeting, was
to screen the dorms·from delayed to the May 15
Metacom Aveooe, and meeting because the town did
instalHng prominent warning not have an attorney present
signs and appropriate speed' " to represent It; ,
reduction signs along the The college.is also plannilJQ
right-of·way froJrl M8tacqm -.:. to applV"for a rezoni.nQ froln-a
Avenue to the Maher Center. '. residential to a ~lege zone in
Presid8nt Natale SiQjro said late faU.
he doesn' expect the Bristol '!his~e wiD ~Iow RWC to
Zoring Board of Review to build ~t.hout haVing to get
hesitate in' approving the pemllSSlon from the zoning
college's petition to build a board each time. There will be
two-story student services exceptions to what is covered
building to be located next to
the fine arts building and an DORMS PAGE 21
addition to the boiler room.
By Michele Baccnella
Managiog. Editor
Roger WiINams College will
go ahead with its plans to
construCt Dom1'4, fOllowing an
April 17 Supreme Court ruling
which ordered the Bristol
Zoning Board of Review to
grant the college the special
exception it needed to obtain
a building permit for the
dorms. .
The year-long battle for the
donn is now being called a
"done deal" by President
Natale Sicuro. The president
said he had a good feeing
concerning the dorms, and
added that an alkMrt effort was
made to deal with neighbors'
concerns.
The abutting neighbors to
north campus, where the
dorms are to be located, were
against the building of the'
dorms for many reasons
including the danger, they felt
would result from increased
traffic in the area.
The college appealed to
Superior Court which sent the
case back to the zoning board
for more information about the
neighbor's concerns. From
there, the college asked the
Supreme Court to Intervene.
It did, reversing the
decision and ordering the
board to grant RWC the
special exception.
Dorm 4 will replace
Almeida, which as one of the
concessions. the coDege
agreed to sell to put it back on
'"the town's tax rolls. The
college will lease Almeida,
which is currently on the
market, until it completes the
building of dorm 4 which will
house about 425 students. A
330-space parking lot was also
proposed.
Some of the approximately
14 concessions RWC
conceded included:
elminating fireplaces in four
student lounges, providing a
25-foot fire lane around the
. -. ., ," .~ ,,~..; • r •• '" ... -' - :
'fopf' resigns from .
enrollment committee
The committee originally
reported to the president, bu
President Natale Sicuro made
the decision to have the EMC
report to Malcolm Forbes, vice
pre$ident" for academic affairs
instead. This was another
reason Topf said, which
contributed to his resignation
The"committee, which
meets at least three or four
times each month, spent
about a year doing research
and was responsible for the
Student Opinion Survey.
Topf said the committee
published a report about a
year ago based on the
student opinions, which he
said, were pretty much
ignored.
By Michele Baccarella
Managing Editor
Dr. Mel Topf resigned from
the Enrollment Management
Committee, which he started
while serving as acting dean in
spring of 1988, last Monday.
Topf said there were three
reasons, for his resignation,
but what really triggered it was
when an in-house service
training program scheduled to
take place for service staff
over spring break was abruptly
canceled without explanation.
"It was the only substantial
thing we had ever tried to do,"
Topf said.
The committee which looks
into why students leave and
what the college can do to
change that, is composed of
about 10 staff, administration
land faculty.
,
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periods of time in the late
afternoon more effectively,
Sicuro said.
Dr. James Tackach, a
humanities faculty member,
raised the question of
maintenance of the current
facilities, citing the need for
new draperies, shades, and·
other furniture in the
classroom building.
Sicuro's response was that
maintenance should be a part
of the regular budgetary cycle
and that part of the job of the
acting deans will be to prepare
a maintenance and"operation
list to be handled on an annual
basis. .
One faculty member
suggestSd that space be
allocated to house guest
lecturers. Another benefit
resulting from this would be .".
the opportunity the college
would then have to attract
visiting scholars to RWe for six
month or year-long periods.
Sicuro offered a pessimistic
response to Eugene
Brickach's suggeStion of a
self-sponsored faculty club.
Sicuro said these clubs don'
survive because faculty do "9t
support them. 'He said he was
open to' a study being
"condUcted to determine the
club's feasibility. This was also
the case in fraternities and
sororities, two of which are
. currently operating on
campus, although
unendorsed and
unrecognized by the
administration.
Architecture faculty member
UkerCopurexpressed
concern about the density of
the map, and suggested that it
may not be such a good idea
" to I6cale a fourth dorm on
'campus, which woulO .
therefore add to the amount .
. .:,."' :
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News
Soviet changes lead to freer thinking
~WAYSTOGET
~ YOUR nCKETS
IN PERSON: PROVIDENCE CMC
CENTER and aI111CKETRON locations
including KELlYS SPORTING GOODS
(Gar'" CIty), MUSIC BOX (Nftl1/1Orl),
SEARS {lIrod!tOfl}, MIDlAND RECORDS
and LOONEY TUNES II ~}
(""""~ tIdd«l at outllu)
BY PHONE: 1-800-)8:1-8080
Mon.-Fri. 9 AM to 10 P~at. 9 AM to
8 PM • MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEFrED
(""""~ tIdd«l to1Jb<>M ortkrr)
Infonnation: ("1) 38Z-8080
Group Rates: ("1) 7S1-319O
****** l"Ol/ll1JB6'r ******BNTIlKl'AINBBNT VALllBJ
AU. SEATS RESERVED' PRICE lNCWDES TAX
. $7.S0 - $9.S0 - $11.S0
satisfaction with Gorbachev
has weaned. "The feeUng of
dissatisfaction with Gorbachev
is growing mostly because of
the economy," Oron said. "I
am !or him in most things,
particularfy global policy, but I
also beleve that without the
Constructive Opposition
perestroika will be
impoverished, both politically
and culturally."
~. MAY 9 10::lOAMt 7:3O'M"
lbu. MAY 10 7:3OPMt
Fri. MAY 11 4:OOPMt 8:OOPM
Sat. MAY 12 l1::lOAMt ~:3OPM 8:oo.M
Sun. MAY 13 I:OOPM 5:30PM
tSAVZ $I.S0 ON KIDS UNDER 121
*WLu6 '''11M ==
One FREE Commemorative CimJs
Poster will be given to each child
under 12 years of age upon entry to
the Civic Center with paid admission
to the 7:30 PM show on Wed. MAY 9
T.e. MAT 8 7:!OPII
WJAR1O ~~
I'lUIJD' NIGHT·ALL ncu:n U.OO OFF
with coupou frvm STOP a SHOP
"Sixty to seventy'million people have'
been exterminated in my country's
history. This is.a hard burden to bear
and we invite the world just to help us
cope."
- Alexander Dron .
TIle. MAY 8
tbra
SUD. MAY 13
@)_DENCE CIVIC CENTER
"Two years ago if I had
asked my boss at the
Academy of Sciences (where
. !Jron is a foreign language
Instructor) to change from full
to part time work he would
have said, 'No way!'
Now my boss knows I have
optioflS, and this freedom has
radically changed my
relationship with him."
Much of the recent
coverage of Gofbachev by
both the Soviet and American
press indicates that
laun~rH
consumer tension during this
period of change. He added
that he thought there should
be direct investment from and
by the West.
As Bush promised in t\i's
inaugural speech to be the
"education" president, so too
did Gorbachev. •
Oron expressed great
concern over the problem of
education in his country.
"Something must be done
for education or there will be
no future," Oron said. He did
indicate that the situation
looked hopeful.
"When Gorbachev came to
.power over 100 million -
citizens had a higher
education, which was much
more than in the past.
. Education is no longer seen
or called a government
business, but is now jointly
run by the public and the
state."
Because the Soviet
government no longer can call
itself the sole employer of
every citizen in the country
Oron and fellow citizens have
more options.
tours of the camps the
walkers, who included
teenagers, children of
survivors, and some survivors
themselves, viewed piles of
ashes from victims of the
ovens, as well as brushes,
hair, glasses, and other
possessions of the victims.
Many found this to be a
chillingly accurate picture of
what went on.
The idea behind the walk, as
well as the presentation, was
to remind and educate those
too young to remember the
horror of what happened, and
to make' sure no one will
forget.
This is no ordinary laundry .. , this is
Beach 101
Introduction to Watervisions
Prerequisite: Progressive and enlightened sense of sell.
A comprehensive overview of the therapeutic, purifying
and cathartic effects of water on laundry and the
summer-bound psyche. In preparation for beach or
poolside, students 'will independently' contemplate the
aesthetics of water in the warm or cold'wash cycle as
state-of-the-art equipment churns suds and
duds. Includes voluntary workshop on the bright
white visions and quasi-prenatal
euphoria evoked by the motion' and
sound of quality washing machinery.
Very special offering.
hard burden to bear and we
invite the world just to help us
cope."
Oron mentioned some of
the most important, and not so
important consequences of
the changes in the Soviet
dogma. "The Cold War is
practically over," he said. "The
Soviet press and television
has at last gotten its long
awaited freedom. Soviet
troops were pulled out of
Afghanistan, all who were in
exile have been allowed back,
and Phil Donahue is now part
of our daily lives," Oron said.
As the wheels of revolution
in the Soviet Union cOntinue
to spin, so does the turmoil.
Oron predicted Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev will face
further pressure from the
opposition. "The struggle for
power will be sharper," Oron
said. "More strikes may follow
which will include students."
The Soviet economy could
also use a little housekeeping.
according to Orono He
suggested the country have
larger scale imports to soften
participated in the "March of
the Living." This walk went
from Auschwitz to Birkenel,
which were labor and death
camps in Poland. It was at
these and other camps in
Poland that six million Jews
were killed between 1938 and
1945.
Nedzar spoke about her
experiences along the march,
and the tour that took them to
Israel. The point of the march
was to make the Holocaust
more real to those who did not
live through it. Nedzar said
she felt it was successful, and
that it was a sad and moving
experience.
At various points during the
at Belltower Plaza on Metacom Avenue
253·2770
By Isaac Alpert
Staff Writer
Last week was designated
Holocaust Remembrance
Week, and the Roger Williams
College Chapter of Hillel
joined with Jews around the
world commemorating this
solemn event. .
The RWC 1990 Holocaust
Remembrance Program was
held on April 26, and featured
a sno""cr "nrf viopn
prf.!~~.?.,v~r. Megban Duffy
Rachel Nedzar, a
sophomore at the University
of Connecticut, was one of
1500 teenagers around the
world, who, in 1988,
By Kary Andrews
Features Editor
Hillel COl11Illemorates Holocaust
The Soviet government will
have to implement a policy
allowing individual ownership
so that the Soviet people will
not emigrate to the U.S. in
such numbers, Alexander
Oron, a Soviet commentator,
reformer, and member of the
Communist Party, told an
audience of about 75 at Roger
Williams College on May 2, as
an unscheduled speaker to
the Contemporary Forums
program.
Oron visited RWC for a week
and lectured to individual
classes, in addition to last
Wednesday'S address.
The major changes that
have taken place in the Soviet
Union the last few years have
led its citizens to a freer way of
thinking, Oron said. "We were
brought up to believe that the
U.S.S.R. was building the
mOst free and just society in
the world," he said. "Sixty to
. seventy million people have
been exterminated in my
country's history. This is a
L:i.o._......__,;,;;;..__.;..:.,;;;;,;......;";",,,, ....~';O""_--"-_...;.,.;- _:_-....._,;::::":':';..:::..:'9~.,.~~fl....--------- IIiIIiIIIIIIiI........ ...
Sunday, April 21
The window of his 1982
Toyota was broken, the night
before, reported Kirk Bogie of
Almeida.
Thursday, April 26
A Roger Williams College
student was arre~ed b~
o ne l ope
Street. The student who t1ad a
case of beer, showed the
officer a driver's Mcense with his
brother'S picture on it. He was
charged with possession of
alcohol as a minor.
Monday, April 23
He saw a man carrying a
case and a half of beer out of
Bristol Wine &Liquor on Hope
Street at 2:18 pm, said
Patrolman Josh Canario. He
asked to see 10 and after the
man, an RWC students,
student admitted the birthdate
had been changed. The
Patrolman arrested the man
charging him with possession
of alcohol as a minor and
misrepresentation.
Two Ucense plates were
stolen from a car parked on
lower Ferry Road. reported
Willam Bowman, an RWC
student.
"Misrepresent-
ation and under-
age drinking go
hand in hand," --
5gt. Armand Pereira
and Sgt. Pereira say they owe
it to their underage peers. The
police are just doing their job,
Judge SaoBento said.
Sgt. Pereira said five officers
conduct bar checks at random
every night of the week. Each
patrolman checks the bars on
their beat.
"After a while you can tell
who is underage," Sgt.
Pereira said. He said the
officers have seen some
excellent fake IDs, but he said
that an officer knows what to
look for, and that most times
it's either the birthdate or
picture that has been altered.
their behavior.
_"Misrepresentation and
underage drinking go hand in
hand; Sgt. Pereira said.
Of the 100 arrests that have
been made in Bristol since
Jan. 1, a great many of them
, are for underage drinking,
Sgt. Pereira said, adding that
the number of people
arrested for underage drinking
picks up from September to
,May, while the college is in
session.
Recently students over 21
have been complaining about
being proofed more than
once. Both Judge SaoBento
gIving sOmeone a break. I'm
telling that inclviduall have
faith in them. They'd better
appreciate that."
The judge said he realizes
students like to drin~ and want
to socialize. He has no
problem with that, but the law
does. "Tlle difference
between age 20 and 21 is the
law," Judge SaoBento said.
"No one has to agree (with the
law), they just have to obey it."
He has r~ntly taken to
having students perform
community service in addition
to..a fine-wtlich is donated to a
fund for victims of violent
crimes. He isn' talking about
sitting at a desk answering the
phones at the police station
either. A person may have to'
wash cars, floors or prison
cells, the judge said.
Judge SaoBento said that
not all students who appear in
front of him are guilty, but in
most~. tiltrp Is
any doubt, it is usual y
resolved against the student.
On occasion the judge said
he sees charges of disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest and
obstruction resulting from
drinking. This goes for both
minors and people legally able
to drink.
Sergeant Armand Pereira of
the Bristol Ponce Department
agreed with the judge on that'
point. Pereira, who has
worked the third shift,
midnight to 8 am for the past
seven years, said he has seen
his share of students who are
originally arrested for
underage drinking end up
being charged with other
counts as well as a result of
up with under~gedrinking
The next time you consider
using a fake id trying to get
into a bar, you might just want
to reconsider.
Think about it.
Do you want to possible put
a future job in jeopardy? Do
you want to end up with a
criminal record which can
follow you for a minimum of
five years. Do you want to
have to answer yes on a job
application when the question
is: Have you ever been
arrested?
Many RWC students put a
lot at stake by using fake or
altered licenses, according to
District Court Judge Antonio
SaoBento who sits in First
District Court in Warren.
Judge SaoBento said he
has seen way too many RWC
students in front of him for
either.misrepresellla or
underage drinking by a minor,
since September when he
was appointed to the bench in
Warren.
What will happen to you if
you are found guilty of either
crime, both of which are
misdemeanors'?
Usually it's a fine ranging
from $100 to $500, the jUdge
said. He also has the authority
to give a student a record
which can follow them for at
least five years.
, "I haven' given any student
a criminal record yet," Judge
SaoBento said. "The court is
reluctant to give a student a
record since it could
jeoparclze a career. Generally
speaking, I am not adverse to
Friday, April 27
A man spit on his Corvette,
reported Bob Drew of the
Kinsmen Tavern, at 12:20 am.
The man who cld it was an
RWC student who had been in
the bar, Drew said. When he
asked the man to clean off his
car, he refused , denying he
had spit on it.
An RWC student who
refused to leave a party at a
Hope Street home and at one
"The difference between age 20 and 21 is the law. No one ~I:~~::~~~tt~:lking,
has to agree (with the law), they just have to obey it." was arrested by Patrolman
- Judge Antonio 5aoBento McKenna for disorderly
_"""!"'" ~------------conduct at about 1 pm.
fJ@ ~ ~ ©~rRl~~~@_l(~ _
student Doreen Sullivan's April Newman, anRWC . He said Barrington police
Sunday, April 1 1985 Chrysler while it was student, reported. had seen two cars drag racing
Vandals broke the parked on lower Ferry Road, Thursday April 5 on County Road. They
passenger window of his truck RWC security, reported. A car st~len from the RWC stopped one but the other
while it was parked on lower north campus parking lot was sped away. The other car, his'
Ferry Road, RWC student Vandals broke the 1986 Ch C IROC
SCott LucchettI', reported'. ,found by Providence Police on evy amaro , waspassenger side window of her At. 95. Owner David Tilton, an found abandoned on the
Vandals broke the 1985 Pontiac while it was RWC student, called Bristol interstate, where it had hit a
parked in the north campus lot, Ii' ft 5 Jerse barn' snappt'passengefside of RWC po ce Just a er am. Y er, ng an=:;;;;:;;=====~=======================. axle, blowing out the two righttires and doing heavy damage
to the side of the car.
Friday, March 23
Three RWC students left
Joseph Cambra's
establishment without paying
their bill, Cambra reported.
Restitution was made and
Cambra did not press charges.
Saturday, March 24
Three RWC -students:
Patricia O'Connell, Elizabeth
Premo and Lisa DeVincent
were arrested and charged with ••
state and local code violations OffICIals -ced
after police were dispatched to 11
their Hopeworth Avenue
residence for a report of a large
beer party. Officers dispersed By Michele Baccarella
the crowd after observing Managing Editor
apprOXimately 100 young
people consuming beer in
cans, cups, and bottles.
Saturday, March 31
RWC student Brian M.
Bradley was arrested and
charged with DUlL, reckless
driving, possession of
marijuana and possession of
cocaine after his car was
stopped on Chestnut Street by
Patrolman R. Millard. Millard
observed, the car being driven
erratically north on Hope
Street. The officer suspected
Bradley of being intoxicated.
Bradley was brought to the
BPD where he submitted to
and failed a chemical test. A
subsequent search of his car
turned up two pipes and other
paraphernalia. These items
contained what was tentatively
identified as marijuana and
cocaine.
Five RWC studenls were
arrested when officers J.
Gonsalves and M. Marabello
responded to Ruth Avenue for
a report of a loud and
disturbing party. Upon arrival
officers found a large number
of cars parked on both sides of
the street making vehicle
passage difficult. Upon
entering the home the officers
·found a large group of RWC
students consuming alcoholic
beverages. The following five
students were arrested and
charged as follows: Heicl M.
Cournoyer, Mashi Shulmit
Frankel and Wendy Lori
Halitzer were each charged
with providing alcoholic
beverages to minor and
unnecessary noise prohibited;
George N Cucitrone Jr. and
Matthew Harrington were eacn
charged with consumption of
alcohol by a minor. The officers
confiscated kegs of beer from
the residence.
M.exi.can~. Baja sht.r'ts,
Su.nq(Gsses. Jewelry. PerJu.mes', etc.
,
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Editorial
f
Communication: The way
to avoid misunoerstandings
Change, some peo~.le say, is for the
good of the people. Change stirs things
up, brings forth new ideas and gives a
fresh outlook to tired eyes. But change
can also bring about confusion and
problems.
We have felt changes at the college
this y-ear, we have a new president, an
ambitious plan for' the 90s and an
attitude to make· Roger Williams Colle~e
bigger and better tllan ever. But tills
will never happ-en if people do not work
tOBether.. Instead there will be
miscommunication, hurt feelings. and
chaos.
. An example' of this occurred just
recently with the choosing of a speaker
for this year's commencement
ceremonies. Rumors flew· around
campus for days about this year's
commencement speaker. The most
~revalent rumor was that President
Sicuro decided to be the speaker and did
not want anyone else to speak. But
what really happened was tile Honorary-
Degree committee, which is in charge of
picking a speaker, tried very hard to get
someone to speak, only to find p-eop-Ie
were either unavailable or beyon(l the
p-rice the college could pay. So they
ilecided they would not have a main
speaker, instead there would be a couple
of people who would address the class in
a shortened ceremony.
In the last weeK the Senior class
decided to find a speaker themselves,
and were successful in. getting Linda
Ellerbee at the last minute. Their
efforts should be applauded, but the
whole situation should serve as a
warning to everyone at this colle.Ke, a
warnin~ to not just sit by thmking
everytllmg will be taken care of by
someone else.
. St~denfs,: faculty .and administration
need to make sure the channels of
communication· are clear and op-en
between them, especially during this
period where the college' is going
thrcugh so many changes. ._
Tile mix-up" o'!er cOl)1mencement
speakers may 'seem .hke a mmor problem
to some, but thil!k of it as a warning to
watch out for bigger· and. moresenous
problems that ,could o'cciJr' in the future
and ·result in more disastrous
consequences. .
Oops! .
In the You Sai.d It section of the March 27 issue of The
Messenger, Heidi Woodward and Christy Caroll's names were
accidently placed under the wrong picture. Woodward and Caroll
are pictured below. The Messenger regrets any confusion this
.caused.
Letters
to the Editor
To the Editor:
(This is a copy of a letter the
P06tical Studies Association
sentto the Legation of
Lithuania iA Washington, D.C.)
In the midst of these historic
events the plight of the
Lithuanian people is being felt
around the globe. We ofthe
Roger Williams College
Political Studies Association
admire, support and
sympathize with your struggle
to be recognized as an
independent state. Not only
are the Lithuanians laying the
groundwork for the freedom
of future generations in
Lithuania, but also, your
people are setting an example
of life, liberty and property.
Your voice of freedom has
reached the hearts of the
student body on our campus.
To us, there is no doubt that
Lithuania is indeed
independent. It is our hope
that with time " will be
considered independent by
all.
The Political Studies
Association
THE MESSENGER STAFF
Christy Caroll Heidi' Woodward
Also in the March 27th issue in the Faculty Offices article, Mr.
Eugene Brickach was mistakenly identified as Dr. Brickach. The
Messenger regrets the error. ~""."."- --- - :!!
....... ~ -
.. .
. .
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Viewpoints
Earth Day reiterated what we alreadyknow
By Kary Andrews
Features Editor
By now, no matter how
environmentally conscious
you mayor may not be you
might be just a little tired of
hearing about Earth Day.
The media saturated the
event, but more importantly
the people saturated the
nation with participation.
I had to ask myself, though,
how many trees it took to
promote the event, and how
much litter was strewn about at
the rallies? Could there have
been a hint of hypocrisy
lurking around?
And when you consider the
good that came out of all this,
is any amount of cynicism
warranted here?
After reading all the articles,
bulletins, and suggestions to
improve our environment on a
daily basis and participating in
the events myself I decided
that this was not the place for
cynicism. In fact it was a good
place for a little applause, not
only for the participants, but
also for the media which for
once put Donald Trump's of this fact than being out
marital problems on the back picking up the "crap" (If you'll
bumer for a week and excuse the crude nature of
concentrated on an event that the word) that others have left
might actually make a behind. About 30 RWC
difference. students (including myself),
Earth Day wasn't the first faculty and staff members hit
time the environment had. Mt. HOpe Beach Sunday
occurred to me, of course. morning to clean the beach.
Uving at Almeida one can't The privilege versus the
help but be reminded of the abuse was extremely evident
environment when we shower that day.
every day for a week and find The sun was shining, a light
that the water turns our breeze blew, the sound of the
bathtubs grey. But, I mustn't tide was tranquil to say the
digress to a whining article 'r very least. But. I doubt that
about how tough we think we anyone could help but notice
have it. The point is, Earth that the beauty was tempered
Day was a reiteration every day with the reality·of the smell of
for about a month of what we gaibage and the amount of it
already knew. Specifically, stacked in the truck when we
that if we use nature as a tool completed our mission. The
and not as a privilege, like any words of the man who handed
priVilege, we'll lose it in one out the bags when I arrived still
way or another. haunted me. "We just
There is no better reminder 'cleaned this beach in the fall."
"If we use nature as a tool and not a
p-rivilege, like any privilege we'll lose
It one way or ·another."
I had to wonder what it would
look tike next week-end, and
the next.
The most vivid memory I will
retain from the day was a little
boy and ~is dad fishing by the
beach. The boy proudly
showed me the crabs his dad
had found for him to look af.
As I kneeled beside the little
boy I couldn't help, but notice
the enumberable pieces of
glass among the shells under
our feet. Someday that child
is bound to stroll a beach with
barefeet and get glass lodged
in his foot. He's more apt to
get sun poisoning from a
depleted ozone layer. He
might have a kitten that
someday gets strangled by
those plastic thingies that
grasp the cans in a six-pack of
Pepsi. I rec;llize I am being a
little macabre, but truth hurts I
guess, and so does glass in
your foot.
We made a difference on
Earth Day, no matter how .
small. I really like the bumper
sticker that reads: "Think
Globally. Act Locally". It's
logical. Littering isn't.
"We made a
difference on
Earth Day no
matter how
small."
Earth Day didn't make us
perfect. I still don' take a box
each time I go to the grocery
store to avoid the waste of
paper and plastic bags. I still
buy far too many cleaning
products. And I'm sure there
are many other heinous
environmental crimes I commit
on a daily basis, but I don't eat
red meat, I don't litter, and
perhaps most importantly the
environment is on my mind
more than ever. I'll chanae.
and if I ever see anyone
littering on Mt. Hope Beach I
won't be responsible for my
actions. That's fair warning,
guys.
After all is said and done,
the cynical side of me still .
wants to know how many trees
it took to promote Earth Day.
Nevermind, don't tell me.
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range of human qualities. If
not, we obviously end up
feeling half or less of what we
might be."
I feel like half of what I might
be most of the time when I visi
male friends in their
apartments or dormitory
rooms. I am definitely half of
Carol A1t, in proportion as well
as beauty, when she and
other seemingly flawless
beauties like Christina
Applegate and Christie
Brinkley dominate the walls. I
just don't see women who
look like that in real life on a
regular basis, so I wonder if
most men feel that they don't
measure up when they date 0
fall in love with a woman who
is less than the media
goddess.
Perhaps the most troubling
moment of Kilbourne's
presentation occurred when
she shifted her attention to
children in a sickening
corollary to the evidence she
had shown about adults. She
showed the audience an ad
depicting a little girl dressed
and decorated as a
seductress. Many in the
audence gasped for air. I
gasped for air. I kept asking
myself who woukJ let their little
girl be made up Uke that.
Kilbourne argued that such
images have become a
contributing factor to sexual
abuse of chikJren.
"One in four little girls in
American are sexually abused
in childhood," Kilbourne said.
"Images Ake this contribute to
it."
when my parents forced me to
. see a doctor about the weight
loss I questioned the benefits.
Looking back on it I know I
didn't lost the weight as much
for my health as to ensure that
others wouldn't think I was
gross-looking. Media images
certainly contributed to my
thinking that I had to be thin to
be accepted, and more
fundamentally, to be loved.
But how do these images
affect men? Kilbourne
emphasized that men can
suffer some debilitating
effects from all this as well.
"The primary message to men
in advertising is that they
shoukJ strive to be dominant,
invulnerable, and in control,"
she said. "This is a model
which makes most men feel a
failure at least part of the time."
Advertisements tend to
make men devalue feminine
qualities, Kilbourne argued,
implying not only that m~n
deprive themselves of certain
self-nurturing emotions but
that they also think less of
women because they
suppress such feelings.
"Things considered feminine
are constantly devalued which
causes women to devalue
themselves and each other
and men to devalue qualities
like compassion, empathy,
and gentleness," she said.
"Men are stil very rigidly
.sensitized to repress those
very human quaities when we
desperately need human
beings to share the whole
"Things considered feminine are constantly devalued which
causes women to devalue themselves and each other and
men to devalue qualities like compassion, empathy and
gentleness.".- Jean Kilbourne
By peeting away the layerS really is sad. I often QJrse at
that hide the subconscious my pores. (A young woman
messages in the media, she cursing at pores. Do I belong
argued , we can reduce the in a mental institution?)
DOwer of those imaQes and Advertising does this to
put that power in our own women everywhere, and it
hands. rIyA great idea, but not so starts ea . .
easily reaUzed. Right after . I was about 12 years old
Kilbourne's lecture, which she when the mirror started talking
back, and 12 is an irT1JQssible
entitled "The Naked Truth", I impressionable age, but eight
went home and flipped years of experience and
through some magazines in education under my belt
my apartment: Glamour, .
Cosmopolitan, the mail order hasn't made the situatIon any
much easier to deal with.
catalogue from Victoria's Not only do media images af
Secret, and others. As the flawless woman or her
emphatic and logical as
Kilbourne's ideas were, I still negative counterpart, the
wanted to have Elle inadequate woman, damage
McPherson's smile and emotional stabiMty, but they
fl I fi I it t Iat f aggravate dangerous
aw ess gure. s 00 e or concitions for many women.
me? Have the mecia really
warped my sense of self to the Diseases tike anorexia
point where I will always judge nervosa and butimia, among
myself against unattainable other eating disorders, run
perfection? Help me here. rampant on College
Kilbourne shared with her campuses.
audience many examples of "One in five college-age
advertisements from women have some kind of
mainstream conterT1JQrary eating disorder," Kilbourne
magazines she has collected said. "It is epidemic on college
over the years. Of her first, . campuses. Where else could
which showed a gorgeous this come from except at least
women pushing the make-up in part from mecia images that
cause, Kilboume said: "This is tell us to painfully, unnaturally
the image of ideal female thin?"
beauty. It takes time, energy, Where else indeed. At age
nd . t th 13 I weighed about 134a money to aSpire 0 e pounds, a healthy bit more
ideal, but failure is inevitable than I should have. A few
because the ideal is
flawlessness. This woman has months later I reduced that to
no flaws, blemishes, or even 97. The beauty magazines
pores." that saturate the market had
The pores comment really brainwashed me. Sure, I felt
cracked everybody up, but it better when I was thinner, but
Advertising images
By Kary Andrews
Features Editor
We're not just a bunch of
cranky feminists wailing about
old fashioned media images of
the cooking, cleaning
housewife. Advertised
images of contemporary
women pack a dangerous new
wallop, however
subconscious the impact
might be. And those images
can really hurt. I've felt it.
I feel it every moming when
my mirror image decides for
me what kind of mood I'm
going to be in. The mirror
often tells me I feel dumpy
today, or professional today,
or I'm just an ugly human
being in general today.
Mirror, mirror on the wall,
please make me six feet tall.
Give me perfect legs, a tight
tummy, and could you please
remove the cellulite on the
back of my thighs while you're
at it. If cloning wele an option,
I'd go for the Elle McPherson
look.
Why am I so driven to be so
unlike myself; so like the
~rfect woman I see on
television, in magazines,on
posters and billboards?
Jean Kilbourne, a visiting
scholar at Wellesley College
once designated Woman of
the Year by the National
Organization for Women,
recently asked an audience at
·Roger Williams College to
think about the subconscious
messages of advertising and
to understand what's behind
them so that they don't
exercise so much power over
us. "It is what we are least
conscious of that affects us
most deeply'" Kilbourne told
her audience.
._---------------------------------------------.
Aldebaran on sale
The student literary magazine
Aldebaran is now available for
$3 through the Creative
Writing department. Contact
Bob McRoberts at extension
2134 or Geoff Clar1< at
extension 2046 to get your
copy.
clinic offered at the college
for students only. Over
one-half of the
participants, all die hard
smokers, were able to kick
the habit. The Lung
Association rewarded those
who completed the course
with a free dinner at a local
restaurant, a certificate
and pin for achievement.
Health Services will
provide tee shirts to those
who quit. The students who
completed the program are:
Tanya Chapin, Adrian
Wargo, Diane De Benedetto,
Bret Haskins, William
Wallace, Tim Prevost, Dave
Mooney, Pam Nagy, Bonnie
Kelleher and David
Students kick the habit Scarpace.
Congratulations to the
dedicated RWC students who
recently completed the
American Lung
Association's Freedom From
Smoking Clinic on campus.
Sponsored by Health
Service and the Dean of
Students, this program was
the first smoking cessation
news...news...news...news...new:
Alpha Chi holds new
member reception
The Roger Williams College
Alpha Chapter of the Alpha
Chi National Honor Society
recently hosted a spring
welcoming session for the 15
candidates who will be formally
initiated into AlphaChi in the
fall.
The candidates are:
Jacqueline Bessette, Jeff
Diener, Christine Kracunas,
Mar1< Herter, Daniel Hockman,
Alfred Levitt, Christian Lowrie,
Mar1< Michaud, Lori-Ann
Molloy, Tanya Pekera, Denise
Roberts, Denis Roux, Lori
Robertson, Pamela
Tourtellotte, and Pauline
Vincente.
..
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Colagiovanni naDled Teacher of
the Year at awards dinner
Over 75 students were
honored and Rocco G.
Colaglovannl of the
Math/Computer SCience
division was named teacher of
the year at the Dean of
Students Annual Awards
Dinner held at Venus de Milo
in Swansea, Mass, Monday,
May 7..
Colagiovanni, a professor at
RWC since 1966, earned his
BA in chemistry from the
Catholic University of America,
h Photo by Meghan Duffy
Manhattan College and his MS
in chemistry from the '
University of Notre Dame.
Colagiovanni was recently
selectaP as winner of a 1989
Sears-Roebuck Foundation
"Teaching Excellence and
Campus Leadership Award."
He recently began a student
mathematics chapter and
organized a mathematics
laboratory for the Learning
Center. ,
The following is a list of the
students, their award and the
division in no particular order:
BUSINESS DIVISION -
Excellence in Business
Administration - John Painter,
Academic Excellence in
Accounting - Ju6a Monarca,
Wall Street Journal Awarcl -
James 'Connolly, Accounting
Faculty Award -Stephen Drab,
Management Faculty Award -
Thomas Madden, Computer
Information Systems Award -
Cheryl Miller, Outstanding
Marketing Student - Wendy
Prazak, Marketing Faculty
Award· Hussain Fakhruddin
NATURAL SCIENCE,
DIVISION - Freshman
Chemistry Awards - Christina
Votava, Kiersten Hoffman,
Chemistry Award - Sharon
Divis, BioloQy Award - Kerry
O'Brien, Manne Biology Award
- Sharon Divis
HUMANITIES DIVISION
- Excellence in Journalism
Awards - Jennifer Ouellette,'
Kim Stuff, Academic
Excellence in Com-
rn.mications - Chris Zizza
OPEN DIVISION - High
Academic Achievement in
Early Childhood Education -
Patricia Blackburn,
Outstanding Students of
Human services Mary E.
Rnger Adult Learner Awards
Patricia Blackburn, Patricia
Buckley, Social & Health - Jois
Jenckes Award - Peter
Fountaine
SOCIAL SCIENCE
DIVISION - Outstanding
Students in Elementary
Education - Jennifer Hines,
Usa 5caringella, Psychology
SCholarship Awards - Lara
Warburton, Kim Singer,
Psychology Community
Service Awards - Richard
Golodner, Christine Farinick,
Social Wor1< Award - Amber
Brucato, Political Studies
Award - Ramsey Poston,
Administration of Justice -
Glenn Hanson, Lori-Ann
Molloy, Paralegal Studies -
Ann Costanza, Patricia
Kushin, H.C. Pell Award-
Gregory Sekula, Preservation
& Commurity Service Award -
Patricia Conley, Historic
Preservation Faculty Citation -
Roland Muller
. ENGINEERING AREA
DIVISION - Outstanding
C.E. Student - Carteta Leturia,
OUtstanding C.E. Senior-
David Parrott, M.E.T. Honors
1990 first honor - Erik Wohlert,
second honor - Bryan Carter,
E.E.T. Highest Achievement -
Greg Vidal, C.E.T. Honor
1990 - David Parrott, Special
Achievement - Dave Gurney
MATH/COMPUTER
SCIENCE DIVISION -
Computer Science Award - W.
Charles Hay
FINE ARTS DIVISION -
Outstanding Achievement in
Dance - Sharan Washer
NON-DIVISION
AWARDS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS - M.
Theresa Donovan Award -
Rotary - Nancy Moskowitz,
Alumni Association
SCholarships - Kary Andrews,
Michele BaccareUa, Faculty
Association Scholarships
1989 winners - Steven
Mullen, James Stattel, Lori-
Ann Molloy
J. Harold G. Way Award-
Melissa Anderson, Michele
Baccarella, Richard Ferreira,
Christine Kearns, Variek
Wiliams
Edward L. Davis Award -
Cheryl Miller
The 37 RWC students who
were selected for inclusion for
Who's Who Among American
College and University
Students were presented with
their certificates, and the
Student Senate and Senior
Class officers were
recognized for their wor1<.
The Messenge,'
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RWC People in the SpotUght
BRUCE THOMPSON.
coordinator of health and
social services program at
RWC, has been named
Rhode Island social worker of
the year in the areas of health
and mental health. Thompson
is also a part-time assistant
clinical professor at Brown
University and adjuJ1d
assistant professor at Smith
College. Thompson, who has
a doctorate in social work from
Smith college. oonduc:I8 a
private psychotherapy
practice in Providence.
"!J
The G.P.A. Reaper claims another
victim.
KENNETH OSBORNE,
director of Cooperative
Education, will serve as a
board member of the
Cooperative Education
Association, a national body
for professionals in the field of
cooperative education. In
addition to directing the
cooperative education
program, Osborne
coordinates services to
handicapped students,
eeN.8S as an ROTC hi8on.
and teaches courses n health
care services and history.
LOUIS J. PROCACCINI.
faculty member and
coordinator of the
Administration of Justice
program recently spoke at a
sYl11>Osium held at the
University of Rhode Island.
Procaccini, an alumna of URI .
gave a presentation on issues
relating to the career .
possibilities open to those
graduating with a bachelor's
degree in sociology and
specifically an overview of
careers within the criminal
justice field for those ho~ing
undergraduate degrees In
sociology.
MICHELE
BACCARELLA, a JUnior
majoriRg in communications
has won a $1,000 scholarship
from the North Jersey Press
Club.
ROCCO G.
COLAGIOVANNI, of the
math/computer science
division has won a 1989
Sears-Roebuck Foundation
"Teaching Excellence and
Campus Leadership Award.-
He received a cash award and
RWC received a grant ranging
from $500 to $1,5000 based
on enrollment.
appointed deputy fire c~ief by
the Bristol Town CoUnol.
White was most recently
assistant fire chief. He was
also re-eleeted to the Board of
Directors of the Southern New
England chapter of the
Physical Plant administrators
for a one-year term. .
• Learn to recog e the eli,'.
•Use paper rnac:Se from r~1ed paper. ,'." '<.
,• Purchase fresh, unpactqlged produce rather than~ and prepacka~!hen pOSSIble.
• Use. mugs instead of paper cups, and paper before plastiC and styrofoam. -' "
)~.f.YOi<t. disposal)ieplat , utensils, razor "
i(l:BoriOW inste~(fof bubuycolledtJ
~;. Reu~~ scrapPaPer., " . ,
• Don't accept boxes and bags ~t stores unless they fe necessary.
• Avoid using paper towelS.
• Avoid plastic bottles, use recyclable glass bottles or metal cans.
• Support Federal mandates for recycling programs.
• Take shorter showers. ' ,
• Don't let the water run when you aren't using it.
• Avoid food that has been irradiated.
• Buy organic food products.
• Buy clothing of natural fibers that can
be washed instead of dry-cleaned.
• Wash your clothes in cold water.
• Take pub6c transportation, bike, or
".,'liak. ',. ,' '
. ;IJ~",Keepdriving to 'a minimum and·carpool
, When possible.. " ,
• Drive a fuel-efficient car.
• Buy locally produced foods.
··Reduce the a unt of meat in your
buildings in the historical
districts of Providence. .
Jessup was appointed to the
commission by Mayor Joseph
R. Pa06no, Jr. last week.
MELISSA PEO and
CANDACE MAGUIRE
have joined RWC's
development area. Peo, an
RWC graduate, has been
hired as public relations
support staff. Maguire a
Rhode Island native has been
hired as assistant director of
alumni relations.
JIM WILLIAMS. senior
creative writing major and
poetry editor of the student
literary magazine Aldebaran,
has won an Intro Award
spo-nsored by the Associated
Writing Programs. His poem,
"Sounds, Silences," will
appear in the fall 1990 issue of
New England Review/Bread
Loaf Quarterly.
DR. RALPH
CHASSAING, faculty
member in the _
engineering/technology .
division, has recently had hiS
textbook, Digital Signal
Processing with the
TMS320C25, published by
Wiley-Interscience of New
York. Chassaing co-authored
the book with Dr. Darrell W.
- Homing, a professor in the
department of co,.uter
science and engineering at
the University of Bridgeport, in
Bridgeport, Connecticut.
MATT WHITE, director of
the Physical Plant and a 24-
year veteran of the Bristol Are
Department, was recently
An Open Forum on the Plan
for the '90s will be held
Thursday, May 10 in the LH
129 at 7:30 pm.
Service Awards
Reception
The second annual RWC
Service Awards Reception for
all full-time college employees
will be held from 3 pm to 5:30
pm. Location tba.
Alpha Chi members
attend meeting
RWC Alpha Chi members
Kristi Gannon and Christine
Kracunas served as student
delegates to the Region VI
Annual Alpha Chi Convention
held in Baltimore, Maryland on
March 30 and 31. Grayson
Murphy, Alpha Chi co-
sponsor, also attended the
meeting.
Meet the Trustees
Members of the college
community have an
opportunity to meet the
members of the Board of
Trustees on Tuesday, May 15
from 3:45 to 4:30 pm in the
~ Bay Room. '.
ANTHONY
AGOSTINELLI, social
science and open division
faculty member, has been
appointed permanent chair of
the Long-Range Planning and
Administration Committee for
the International Association
of Jazz Educators. Agostinelli
hosts a weekly radio program,
"Saturday Nigh Big Band
Bash," on WARA-AM in
Attleboro, Mass.He also
published a biannual jazz-
oriented newsletter, The
Network, with an international
circulation.
JACQUELINE
BESSETTE a junior
aCcounting major has won a
$1,000 Carl W. Christiansen
Scholarship from the Rhode
Island Society of Certified
Public Accountants
ROLAND CHASE and
TUCKER WRIGHT, both
faculty in the social science
division, co-authored an article
entitled, "Glasnost Opens Up
The Soviet Legal System," in
the January issue of the
Rhode Island bar Joumal. The
article analyzes the Soviet
legal system based on
interviews from and
information gathered in.the
recent college group trip to
the U.S.S. R.
KAREN JESSUP, a
preservationist and member of
the college's historic
preservation faculty, has been
appointed chairperson of the
Historic District Commission,
an agency which regulates
changes to the exteriors of
news...news...news...news...ne'V
Students to help . Plan to be discussed
establish policies for
their living areas
Afte~ an extensive review of
the college's judicial system,
the Student Life Office
announces the following
changes. These changes are
designed to allow students
the opportunity to become
more involved in the
development of community
standards and will go into
effect September 1, 1~90.
In order to allow students in
individual living areas this
opportunity, each living area
will vote on quiet hours,
solicitation, and on the issue
of smoking in public areas at
. the beginning of the year..
In voting on quiet
hours,each building will
choose from a-number of
options to be given out in the
fall semester. The areas will
then decide if they wish to
allow students to sell items
door-to-door in their area and
if smoking will be allowed in
lounges, hallways, bathrooms
etc. Individual rooms will not
be affected by the smoking
vote.
Additional items related to
the judicial system are
currently under review; any
changes will be announced
on September 1,1990. For
more information contact the
Student Life Office at
extension 2161.
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For additional information on how to continue
your education, return this coupon or please
call 1-800-638-7600 or contact your local Army
National Guard recruiting office.
I:----._---------~I Mail to: Army National Guard, po.Box 564, Hanover, Maryland 21076
I
Name OMOF II
Address_',..-.____..:...:0.....0. _
I City State Zip I
I Phone Number ( I
I U.S. Citizen 0 Yes 0 No Date of Birth I
I Soc. Sec. No.I am: 0 In High School 0 In College ~~ I,," ~"
I 0 H.S. Graduate 0 College Graduate • IPrior Milibry Service: 0 Yes 0 No -
-I Branch - I
. I ~_.~_.. n.,~""..... _ I
I tlrilyprovide. indudin,yoursocilhecuritynumber. will be Iused for recruililll JlUI1lOSes only. Your SSN will be uSed to Ame-'~ans At 'T'L"':rBest." analyze responses. Authority: IOU5C·503. , K,.I 1 fua
I
The men and women of the Army National
Guard would like to give you an education.
Lesson One: Economic~. College isn't cheap.
Lesson Two: Finance. But by serving in the
Army National Guard you can qualify for the .
Montgomery GI Bill-and earn tip' to $18~000 to-
wards college. By serving as little as oneweek- .
end a month and two weeks a year, you can just
about cover your tuition.
Lesson Three: Psycholo~ The Guard will
also teach you things about yourself you never
kn~~ You'll gain self-confidence. You'll find out
what you're made of. And just how much more
you're capable of doing.
Lesson Four: Philosoph)'. Whether you're
oper~ting a tank or assisting in an operating
room, you'll be part of making America a
strong~r nation.
Noteworthy
By Nicole Lozie~
Starr Writer
709 metacom Ave
Bristol
253-2909
with coupon . I
Hours- Daily 10:30-9pm
Sat. 9:30-5:30
Closed Sunday
rrFr.e mansion is open
tiaily for se(f-guit£ea
tours.
Pictureti aDove ana to
tfu riglit are two views
oftfu mansion.
Discount to all RWC students on
Televisions, Stereos, and VCR·s
FREE MOVIE RENTA
Re~t one movie get one movie 'free
mono - Thurs. only
CJ's
VIDEO
tBlitfuwo14 (jartfens
& Jfr6oretam, tIie
83-year-014 mansion of
ftlBustus S. 'Van 'J1JkK.-fe
is situatul on 33 acres
of fandScape featuring
trees, ffowers, anti is
focateti on 1'erry !/Wat!,
aDout a two-minute ritie
from campus.
Photos by
Trish Gilmore
Blithewold
Gardens & Arboretum
the bay so they could take
advantage of cool breezes.
Some attractions in the
B6thewold Gardens and mansion are the bil6ards room,
Arboretum, Route 114, dining room, and master
-Bristol, reopened its mansions bedroom. An intercom
for tours during the 1990 installed throughout the
season on Sunday, April 14. mansion enabled staff and
Located on Bristol harbor fanily to contact one another.
and overlooking the sparkling The 33 acres of landscape
waters of Narragansett bay, designed by John DeWolf of
the 45-room mansion was built Brooklyn, New York, boasts
in 1907 in the style of the 17th several exotic plants and trees
century English country only recently introduced and_
manor. The mansion was successfully grown in America
rebuilt after a fire destroyed and the Northeast. _
the original house (built in Included In its attractions are
1895) in 1906. Agustus S. a rose garden, rock garden
Van WICkie, a coal magnate and water garden,
from Hazelton, Pennsylvania accompanied by several
bought the land which planted specimens, such as
Blithewold currently occupies Chinese cedars, ginkgos and
to provide a court for a grove of bamboo, a giant .
"Marjorie," a steam yacht - .sequoia, the largest in eastem
which he purchased for his North America towers over 82
wife, Bessie. .teet and 13 feet in di~meter.
In 1898, Van Wickie, donor Blithewold relies on funding
of the Van WICkIe gates at from donors, weddings,
Brown University, was killed in concerts and other special
a tragic shooting accident only - events. Memberships in the
five months before the birth of "Friends of Blthewold,. a
-his second daughter. Three group of donors increased to
years later in 1901, Bessie more than 1,000 during 1989
remarried mWliam McKee, a and there were more than
shoe salesman from Boston. 20,000 visitors to -the estate.
After the fire McKee hired the This year -..wold Is
architect firm Mead &Taft of planning to construct a
New York to rebuild the visitor's information center and
mansion fortunately because 'renovation of the rose garden
the fire was slow moving, the which win serve as the center's
McKees were able to save site. DonatIons are welcome.
most of their furniture and Blthewold win hold its
valuable possessions with the anooal~ sale on Saturday,
help of their household May 12 from 9 am to 3 pm.
servants. Van Wickie's More than 24,000 annual and
daughter Marjorie Lyon willed pereNial plants will be for
the estate to the Heritage sale. All profits benefit the
Trust of Rhode Island in 1976. ongoing restorations and
Lyon Ived in the mansion upkeep of the mansions and
during summers until her gardens. The grounds of
death also in 1976. Blthewold are open daily year
The mansion, intended as a round for self-guided tours.
sunvner home, allows air to Guided tours of the mansion
comfortably circulate and grounds are available .
throughout the entire house. through Oct. 31 except on
Uving rooms and bedrooms .Mondays and holidays. There
face the west side overlooking Is a charge for visits.
I naugura{ ~a{{
t.BristoL 'TIie concert was
tfescri6etf as agift to tlie
community, antiSkuro
said it wi([ also 6e an
annual event.·
'TIie 6a£l was a 6re~
even affair, not a
funaraiser, Skuro saUL
Organized 6y five coupks
on tlie 60ara of trustees,
ne1(t years affair is sfated
to 6e Iieli£ in anotlier
~wport mansion,
1Wsufiff.
Guests at the ball dance to the music of the
Duke Belaire Orchestra.
About 300 friends of the college attended
the inaugural ball ~t Marble House.
menu of£o6ster ana veal
tentferfoin.
!For tliose wlio couli{n't
affordtlie S11,5 tickf,t
pria of wliat Skuro said
is going to 6e an annual
event, tliere was tlie two-
Iiour concert 6y tIie 1{liotle
[sCana Pliilliarnwnic
Orcliestra tlie niglit 6efore
in tlie Paolino ~reation
Center. !Jl6out 2,500
peopk attentfd tliefru
conurt~ anti pre-concert
reception.
'TIie festivities were also
orcliestratul to fie(p .
1Wger fJ1Ji({iams cek6rate
its 20tli anniversary in
Presit£ent 9{fltafe )i[.
Skuro, 1WlJer fJ1Ji({iams
College s fiftli presit£ent,
was offida[[y inauguratetf
at a 6a£l1ieli£ at Mar6k
Jfouse, tIie former Iiome of
~wport socialite Mrs.
'JtVilliam 1C iJ/arufer6i£t, in
~wport on Saturaay,
!Jlpri£ 28.
'TIie fawli 6a£lfor a60ut
300jrientfs of tIie college
wfiU;fi ineCuM 6oan{
mem6ers, mem6ers oj tlie
community, some faculty
ana afew stutknts,
featuretf musk 6y tlie
fJ)ukf, t.Befaire Orcliestra,
stro([ing violinists ·antI a
Ph"otos by MeKhan Duffy
The Duke Belaire Orchestra entertains guests in the Gold
Ballroom of Marble House, the former home of Mrs.
William K. Vanderbilt.
Mrs. Linda and President Sicuro with Mrs.
Barbara and Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Ralph Papitto. '
Violinists serenade guests before dinner.
Hope and Gary Keighley enjoy the ball with Bill
O'Connell and John Dawson.
.. or", .... '"
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Concert reaffirms Henley as songwriter
By Ti.m McCarney
Staff Writer
As Henley stated at his May 2 ever last Wednesday night. current hit "The Heart of the
O
show at the Providence Civic His raspy vocals tra~late. Matter" was mesmerizing, and
Center, "We're going to seem extremely well from record to his ode to the monsters of the
6ke a bunch of hypocrites if we concert, probably better than media. "Dirty Laundry" (which
Fifteen years ago few would campaign against the cutting most artists wori<ing today, he dedicated to the Wall
have pegged Don Henley as down of the Brazilian rain and he comes off as one of Street Journal for its recent
an environmentalist. Yet, the forests and then destroy the most sincere guys in the critidsm of his involvement in
one-time chronicler of the L.A. Walden Woods." world. He thanked the the Walden debate) seemed
nightlife has recently become This was just one of the audience. He thanked the much more zestful when
the primary force behind a many political issues Henley audience constantly and performed live.
movement to save Walden has been raising on his recent chatted a bit about Political feelings aside, the
Woods, the naturalists' utopia· tour. As one might tell from Providence, and ex-girlfriends concert reaffirmed Henley as a
made famous by Henry David the anti-Reagan sentiments among other things. When major songwriting force. The
Thoreau. Henley and several on his latest album "The End most performers try to song'''The End of the
friends such as former Eagle- of the Innocence". Henley has establsh similar rapport with Innocence" lamented the .
mate Glen Frey, Jimmy Uttle sytTIpathy for the flag- the audience, they came off dawning of a new American
Buffett, and Bob Seger waving poUticians who he as over-blown showbiz whose first priority is "beating
recently held two benefit feels ar~ trying to pull the wool phonies. Henley, most of ploughshares into swords,"
concerts in Worcester. over our eyes. His songs whose songs fall into the while the bam burner "If Dirt .
Massachusetts to help raise reflect the angst of a categories "cynical" and Were Dollars" relates the
money to aid the cause. generation that has been "extremely cynicar, for some humorous yet, somewhat
Apparently a group of land victimized by a system that strange reason seems like the disheartening story: "I was
developers are interested in helps the rich get richer and guy next door. flying in from Lubbockll saw
turning the Woods into an keeps the poor in their place. Although Henley will Jesus on the plane/ or maybe
office park, while Henley and He spares no expense in probably always be . it was EMs! you know they
his associates, including getting his political views considered a member of the kind of look the same."
several members of the across to the audience. Eagles,l1is solo works The show had reached a
Massachusetts legislature, are Yet his voice is undeniably received almost as much fever pitch by the time Henley
offering to buy another plotof, . applause as the classics. A took to the drums for "Hotelland ·for the developers in one of the best in music
order to spare Walden Woods. ..:toda=y~'.;a;;,;nd~it.;.w;.;;;a.;.s..;,as.;..sh.arp.;..as__.s.tn.·pp_ed.-do_.w.n.v.e.rs",!"io.n.o.f.h.is__c.a.lif.o.rTlI.·a.".a.nd_"Lif.·.e.in_th.e.F.a.st_
Lane"." From there, he
jurJ1)ed into his biggest solo
hits. "The Boys of Summer"
and "All She Wants to do is
Dance," and sent the
audience into a tailspin with
the closer "Desperado."
UnUke a iot of the rock-n-roll
dinosaurs who have taken up
touring to revive interest in
their music as wei as their
bank accounts. Don Henley is
stiD cranking out music as valid
and exciting as he did in the
'70s. Whereas he once wrote
about the fast times and
women of the L.A. nightlife,
he now turns his attention to
more weighty matters such as
the governments' treatment of
the farmer and man's losing
touch with himself brilHantly
portrayed in the song "New
Yori< Minute". The times have
changed, and Henley has
changed along with them.
Here's hoping he continues
his musical maturity in the
'90s.
Rhode Island Philharmonic pleases
-.....
At this time, PhillipsRimsky-Korsakov, thePhillips. The concert was in
. celebralieA of the ooNege's 20
years in Bristol and of the
inauguration of President
Natale Sicuro, who made the
opening remarks. The concert
included a mixture of Arthur
Fiedlefs favorite works to
conduct, and included Bizet,
Styne, and Sousa, to name a
few. .
For the first half of the
evening, the orchestra. played
pieces by Rossini, Bizet, and
Rimsky-Korsakov. It started off
with Rossini's Semiramide
Here's a sampling of some of what
you'll find on. RWC students' cars.
We found you can tell a lot about a
person by the kind of bumper
sticker they choose to stick on
their cars,
By Jenny Reynolds
Special to The Messenger
The kinship between
popular roosic and romantic
concert fare was pleasurably
illustrated at a concert
performed by the Rhode
Island Philharmonic Orchestra
on Apr. 27 at Roger Williams
College. The Philharmonic,
which was incorporated in
1945, is the oldest
professional performing arts
organization in the state. It is
under the direction of Paul
Overture, a rhythmic and
theatrlc8l a8tl18l.'IIeItr
Flair, and followed with Suite known for the colors he used addition, also by Anderson.
NO.1 from Carmen, by Bizet, in his music. The first and third This piece was an unusual mix
which is five movements of movements were similar and of a horse trot and an alarm
toreadors, romance, waltzes, had many wonderful solos. clock. It was a hysterical
marches, and ended with a The second movement addition to the concert. What
section which sounded like started slow and brassy, and else could follow this, but a
the Barnum and Bailey's was a combination of "cool" polka by Strauss.
theme song overture. The wonderful variations. The It wasn't the type of polka
piece was beautifully alive and piece ended with the fourth you necessarily hear at a
a definite toe-tapper. This movement which had a flute wedding, because it was
section of Ught classical solo similar to Peter and the missing that main ingredient,
selections, which Fielder Wolf. the accordion, but it was well-
loved to program, ended with After intermission, the executed. And what concert
Capriccio Espagnol. concert was made up of in honor of Fiedlerwould be
...---------------------'!!!'!!!!I...---.........----.. Styne. Anderson, J. Strauss corJ1)lete without a march byExpress ..trt's. Jr., Sousa, and Williams. The Sousa? This was not a piece
• lS't'llkt'r first selection they played was which I had heard before, butYourself PLO from "Gypsy", arranged by being that I used to be in a
• • • q los Bennett, and included bits marching band, I felt like
from "Everything's Coming Up marching.
Roses", "Together Wherever The finale was a piece ~y
We Go," and "Let Me Williams, the man who
Entertain You". The piece was succeeded Fiedler as
well-arranged and executed. conductor of the Boston'
The next piece on the bill· Pops. Williams is known for his
was "The Typewriter", which film work and this piece, "Star
was written by Leroy Wars" medley.was arranged by
Anderson for the Boston composing many of the best
Pops Orchestra. This had to works from this film.
be the most theatrical and Overall, the concert flowed,
humorous piece on the and you just didn't want it to
program. Written 37 years end. Instead, I wanted to yell
ago, when the typewriter was encore.
in its heyday, and was the the The acoustics, which are
main source of usually a problem, were
comroonication, the piece excellent, due in part to
featured the typewriter player padding added around the
and a computer player having perimeter of the gym near the
a face off, and after several top of the walls.
false starts and some If you're looking for a great
audience partidpation, the performance, all you have to
typewriter won. do is track down the next
The sounds of the . concert by the·RI Philharmonic
typewriter blended beautifully Orchestra.
with the rhythm and melody of
the music. The sound was full
and rich. The next piece was
also by Anderson and was -
called Buglefs Holiday. The
piece had a sound of a bugle
by having three solo trumpets,
and the tempo was kept by
cymbals.
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Apartments
available
Students wishing to rent
at Almeida this summer
. may do s " a
HARLEY" SIMMONS
. .
'. at the" Recreation Building
.' .or by calling - .
~ .
." extension 2262
between 4a~d 11 .p.m.
. -
•
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StudentActivities
Photos by Meghan Duffy
eelCend
This student takes his best shot
at the dunking booth.
Tau Epsilon Phi's auction was only
one of the activities during Spirit.
Weekend.
RWC students spend April 22, Earth Day cleaning the beach.
Spirit Weekend,
-April 20 through 22
kicked off on Friday
night with a surf and
turf cookout in the
Dorm 11'1 courtyard,
followed by a laser
light show.
Activities picked
up.on Saturday,
and enjoyed a
good turnout
despite the poor
weather. Inside the
ree center, Bill
O'Connell, Dwight
f Datc-her, and Ed
Brown, among
others, in keeping
with the water idea,
each took a turn .
. being a Qood
sport while .
students took their
best shots at trying
to keeo flglii'i'I'tn·-tlhia
swim.
The Earth Ball was"
a big hit as was
Earth Day in
general, which
wrapped up the
weekend as·
students, faculty
and administrators
gathered at lower
.Ferry Road to clean
up the beach
under the bridge.
Spirit
Tbe laser show lights up spirit
weekend.. ='- _. __
Billy O'Connell thinks a winning smile
will keep people from dunking
him.... little does he know....
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Volleyball team makesNCAA playoffs
Pictured bere is tbe volleyball team. In tbe front row
from left to rigbt is: Cbip Farmer, Kevin Jobnson,
asst. coacb Kevin Lyncb, Scott Roaf, Mark Mastin and
Steve Mitcbell. In tbe back row from left to rigbt is:
bead coacb Marcus Jannitto, Brian Krue Cbris Wetter
Ricb Wrigbtson, Mike Palazzo, Ben He;oux. '
By Neil Nacbbar
Starr Writer
On March 22, the AWC
men's volleyball team qualified§ for the playoffs with a win at
S Harvard. The Hawks won the
~ first two games handily, 15-9,
~ 15-8. Just as the match
.~ seemed to be in the bag,i_ou AWC dropped the next two
"'( games, 13-15,9-15. In the
~ deciclng game, Harvard was a
:<.l~ point away from the win, but
:: the Hawks stayed tough and
won in dramatic fashion. 17-~ 15.~ The Hawks' opponent for
'the opening round of the
playoffs was the Naval
Academy. On April 14. AWC
travelled to Annapolis,
Maryland hoping to pull off an
upset. Navy had been
nationally ranked all year.
The Hawks surprised Navy
by jumping out to an 8-2 lead
in the first game. Navy tried to
climb back into it•.but the
Hawks may have played their
best all-around game this year.
and won 15-10. AWC trailed
in the second game. 8-13.
The Hawks scored five
unanswered points. but lost
13-15. The third game was a
similar story. AWC was clown
4-8, but managed to tie the
game at 10. After several side
outs. the Cadets won 15-10.
The fourth game started out
as a battle. Neither team was
able to gain much of an
advantage. until the score
read 9-9. Navy scored the
final six points to close out the
match. following a number of
long volleys.
"Although we lost. this was
our best match of the year
because we came together as
a team," said head coach
Marcus Janrltto. "Not a player
on this squad has anything to
be ashamed about."
The Hawks closed out the
season with a 10-14 record.
seniors Chip Farmer and Mike
Palazzo were.ranked 11TH
and 12TH in the country in
blocking.
Aeturning starters, Kevin
Johnson, Steve Mitchell. Ben
Heroux, and captain Mark
Mastin, will try to fill in for the
loss of Farmer and Palazzo.
The Hawks will try for their
third straight trip toJhe NCAA
tournament.
Hawks finish fourth in Commonwealth conference
Photo courtesy Athletic Department
;
By Neil Nacbbar
Starr Writer
The AWC Softball ream
recently wrapped up their
season. The Hawks finish8d
fourth out of the seven teams
in the Commonwealth Coast
Conference. AWC (6-9
overall. 3-5 in the conference)
received some strong
.individual performances.
which were reflected in the
.285 team batting average.
. "Inexperience may have
hurt us. said first year head
coach, Kelly Mitchell. "We hit
the ball very hard, but our
defense needed some work."
Thirteen of the seventeen
girls on the roster are either
freshmen or sophomores
Individual achievements worth
noting:
LI SUIllCl.....454, 1'3 runs,
20 hits, 7 walks .
Tammy D'Aqulla--.342. 13
ABI, 9 runs. 5 wai(s
Terry Welch--.342. 11 ABI.
7 runs, 2 HA
Christine Lowrle--.3'25, 12
ABI, 10 runs. 7 wai(s
Salatto. D'Aquila. Tracy
DaCosta and Lori-Ann Molloy
were selected to represent
AWC at the all-star game.
8aiatto was chosen first team
all-eonference. Lowrie and
Diana Mead were chosen
'second team all-eonference.
Molloy was the team's only
senior.
- Pictured to the right is the
AWe Women's team.
Back row from left: April
SChukoske. Sandra
Schroeder. Tammy D'Aquila.
Tracey~~usky,Chris
Lowrie, Terri We~ .
Also Tracy Dacosta. Lori-
Ann Molloy, Usa Salatto•
Coach Kelly Mitchell.
Front row from left: Jo-Ann
Blanchette. Grace Moceri,
Diana Mead. Christ,ine Aupp,
Stephanie Dardanello,
Colleen Griswold, Tami
Nadeau. Front: Maureen
Gradley. Not pictured:
Kiersten Hoffman and Jessica
Daly. assistant coach.
Pboto by Megban Durry
Roland Muller extends an arm for a clean return.
Tennis team results
Men's Tennis Results
Qa1a Opponent ~ Q.Ee Record
3/17 Mitchell Jr. College 4 5 0-1
3/27 at C.C.B.1. 1 8 0-2
.4/5 at We.ntworth Inst. 6 3 1-2
4/19 S.E. Mass. 8 1 2-2
4/23 Salve Regina College 3 6 2-3
4/24 C.C.B.1. 1 8 2-4
4/28 at E. Nazarene College 9 0 3-4
Men's Tennis
Name Singles Doubles Oyerall
Andrew McCann 6-1 4-1 10-2
Sebastian Snow 3-1 3-1 6-2
Jim Neisler 3-2 3-2 6-4
Tim Celico 3-3 3-3 6-6
Bob Eigen 1-1 2-1 3-2
Dave Gedney 2-1 1-2 3-3
Boland Muller 1-0 1-2 2:'2
Steve Lawrence 1-4 2-1 3-5
Kyle Archibald 2-5 1-5 3-10
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Lacrosse· team gives' a strong finale
By Neil Nachbar
Starr Writer
On April 19, the RWC
Lacrosse Team played Clark
University. The game may .
have been the teams' best all
around performance this ye<..r.
The Hawks took a 3-0 lead
when Chris Huston scored the
next two goals. RWC goalie,
Steve Gryzlo, stopped a shot
at the buzzer, marking the end
of the first quarter. The save
preserved a 5-2 lead after the
opening period.
When the action resumed,
the Hawks went on an 8-3 run.
RWC coasted the rest of the
way, and won 19-8. The
victory broke a four game
losing streak..
RWC lost at Mass Merrimack
College in overtime, 15-16, on
April 28. Steve O'Brien had
seven goals and one assist,
and Kelly had four goals and
two assists in the losing
cause.
Although the team may only
. have a (4-6) record this
season, head coach, Dennis
Dobbyn may have something
to look forward to. The top
four scorers for the Hawks are
either freshmen or
sophomores, and Huston is
the only senior on the squad.
Gryzlo, who has done a solid
job in net the past two
seasons, is also a sophomore.
O'Brien, Kelly and Bill Curtis
have col1lbined to score
almost half the team's goals.
Lacrosse team member at a recent practice.
Photo by Meghan Duffy
Photos courtesy Equestrian Club
students who try out for the
team."
In spite of aU the. success
this season, coach Scanlon
and Alderfer are even more
optimistic about next year.
"We did two shows this year
without an open rider and next
year we have two (open
riders)," Scanlon said.
"Next year will be our
strongest team," Alderfer said.
"BasicaJly we are all
sophomores and juniors. We
will continue to improve and
have improved." Only two
seniors, Tony Urgman and
Kevin Spandler, are leaving.
By Stephen Dwyer
Starr. Writer
said scanlon with a smile.
Junior open rider, Kate
Alderfer, was also happy with .
Well, why shouldn't head the team's success. "This is
coach, Michaela SCanlon and the best we've done, since
her equestrian riders feel I've been here," she said.
good about their season? Teammate Sharon Orser
They only finished third out agreed, "There was a lot of
of 16 teams in the region and improvement and consistency
placed second at the· this year," she said..
University of Connecticut RWC went against the odds
regional tournament to qualify this year riding against schools
for the zones (competition). like Yale, URI, Stonehill and
"We have come a long way. the University of Connecticut.
In the past we finished toward "Most of the teams we
the middle of the end (in cofTl)ete against are from
region). Every competition larger schools. Corning from a
this year we came in first, '. small school we only work with
second, third, or fourth place," 8 to 12 riders," scanlon said.
"U Conn has up to 50
Equestrian team rides to victory
Equestrian meet results
4/1 at Salve Regina College.
Sharon Orser 4TH INTERMED. FLAT, 2ND INTERMED: FENCES
Kelly Macmillan 4TH INTERMED. FLAT
Paula Kelly 5TH NOVICE FLAT, 5TH NOVICE FENCES
Jose Figueirinhas 4TH ADV. WALK, TROT, CANTER
Tanya Pekera 1ST ADV. WALK, TROT, CANTER
Kevin Spandler 3RD ADV. WALK, TROT
Sam Arnold 5TH BEG. WALK, TROT, CANTER
4/7 at Connecticut College ,
Priscilla McDowell 1ST INTERMED. FENCES, 4TH INTERMED. FLAT
Sharon Orser 1ST INTERMED. FENCES, 4TH.INTERMED. FLAT
Shelly Patrick 4TH INTERMED. FENCES; 6TH INTERMED. FLAT
Kim McCaw 4TH NOVICE FENCES, 2ND NOVICE FLAT
_ Jose Figueirinhas 3RD NOVICE FENCES
Shar:on Orser, of the equestrian team, prepares Tanya Pekera 5TH NOVICE FENCES
for a jump. - Tony Erdman 4Th ADV WALK, TROT
-"""";"",,," ," ,,;"""""""",I.~,;:,;:,~,;.,;,;,;;f;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:;;;;;;;=======;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::'"
~ COGGESHALL FARM MUSEUM
~ FREE DONUT May 12 & 13,10 a.m.-4 p.m.: "Wool Days" The wool is handled
I by traditional 'methods.
I WITH PURCHASE June 23 & 24, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.: "Traditional Crafts" Coppering,~ dyeing, spinning weaving,
~ OF LARGE COFFEE gardening and oxen pulling.
~. July 7,14,21 & 28, 10 a.m. until the late afternoon
~ • Offerexpires -JUNE 1,1990 66-6 Metacom Ave, Warren "Craft Events and Workshops"
, Demonstrations will be given
I""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!~ .......
/. r.
•The Messenger is not responsible and cannot be held
accountable for reprints that do not corne in on time.
Members of the college community may order reprints of
photos which appear in The Messenger at any time, ~
All photos which appear In The Messehger are- b'8C1t and ~
Whit, •
Orders will be taken for reprints of only those ph<;tos which
appear in The Messenger. No exceptions. We will do our best
to accommodate requests for reprints from back issue c
TO OBTAIN PHOTO REPRINTS FROM THE
MESSENGER
To get reprints Of photos, pick up a Photo Request Form,
which will be available at The Messenger OOll;e, In the Student
Offices, downstairs In the Student Union;
Fill out the form completely, be sure to include name,
mailing address, and a local phone number, so we can
let you know when your order will be ready. Also include Issue
date, page number(s), photographer and number of
reprints. Allow at least a weeWfor reprints..
You will be charged what we are charged for reprints. Checks
may be made payable to The Messenger. No cash,
or credit cards. Your check is your receipt. No pictures will
~ deUvered until payment Is received.
Photos ordered by Monday, should be ready for pick-Up the
following Monday.-
been avoided. The cost is
cheaper than fixing the
mistake, which we shouldn't
have made in the first place,
he said.
Nelson said we need
farsighted bold leadership.
Nothing will be accomplished
without the help of the
president and the
government; they must work
together to create an
environmentally stable
economy.
Nelson said It is the people's
"dvlc responsibility to be a
conservative society." He
feels every school in America
from kindergarten through
eighth grade should include
some sort of environmental
education In Its aJrrlculum.
This, he said, will he~ to raise
an environmental country.
, "We need to raise a
conservative generation
which would be an Investment
in the future,· he said.
sang along, and then "All Day,
All Night," a hit that everyone
seemed to love.
After five minutes they came
back out for an encore, where
they first played the
introduction to "You REJal1y
Got Me," and then the whole
tune, at which point no-one
was standng stili. A girl was
pulled up onto the stage to
dance with the band while
everyone else went wild.
The band was personable
and fun, and their intense
talent and energy was
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just that. Then they 'played
"It," when lead singer Ray
Davies mentioned Earth Day
and the harmful effects that
television has on society, as a
result of advertising and other
Influential dramatics. The
song was also about a lonelY
housewife in Middle America
who comes aUve In fantasy
w.hlle watching television.
Two dancers, one clad in a
drab housecoat and head
scarf and the other, her
counterpart, In a black slip,
moved suggestively about the
stage.
They finished off with two
tremendous crowd pleasers,
"Lola," during which everyone
Nelson's solutions to the
country's environmental
problems included "a move to
design an environmental
sustainable economy," he
said, adding that we also need
to reduce the pollutants in our
world.
"All segments of our
society; the general public as
well as the government are in
jeopardy unless we sustain an
economic system that will
benefit us in preserving the
environment," Nelson said.
"The main problem is the
exponential population
. growth in our society," Nelson
said. "There is an absence of
an environmental
conservation ethic in our
culture: he said.
He said if we had such an
ethic, we wouldn't have
destroyed most of our
everglades. Ninety percent of
what we've done could have
I. ,e•••ns why stemme;
is b••••' .h.n win••,
By Lisa Hatbaway
Starr Writer
'.
President Bush faces a
.challenge more serious than
any war, that of preserving our
environment, warned Gaylord
Nelson, who lectured at Roger
Williams College on April 25.
Nelson, a former Senator
and presently the international
representative of the
ecological movement,
organized the first "Earth Day"
in 1969.
This April 22 marked the
20th anniversary of Earth Day.
Colleges are actively involved
all around the country with 20
million people from 2000
colleges partldpating
nationwide.
"Earth Day provides an
opportunity for people across
the country to show interest
and concem in their
environment. " Nelson said.
Pboto by Megban Duffy
Nelson calls for conservation
By Amy Levey
Starr Writer
The Roger WiIHams College
COrTVTlJrity got a real treat at
the Recreation Center this
past saturday as The Kinks,
who were Inducted Into the
Rock and Rol HaD of Fame last
December, performed live in
concert.
The band, who has been
together for almost 20 years,
energetically deHvered all of
their hits to a very excited
crowd.
They opened with hits like
"State of Confusion,"
"Paranoia" and "Come
Dancln.... when everyone did
Noteworthy
--------------
Kinks deliver' at RWe
...-,- ............---~~..--..cw:__~-----~ -~~<-~---. --..........,.----~--c--....".--
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AMIGA
1. Del's lemonade is in season.
2. Barbecues and roasting marshmallows.
3. - No school, exams or other such stress
for most people.
4. Long days with lots of sunshine, ending
with Incredible sunsets.
5. Memorial Day and the Fourth of July.
6. Ice cream becomes part of the four food
groups, the others are the corn on the cob
group, the beer group and the watermelon
group.
7. You have the opportunity to expose
your skin to cancer-causing sun rays in
order to make yourself distinguishable from
Casper the Friendly Ghost.
8. Frisbee, volleyball, swimming,
bas.eball.
9. Bathing suits replace wool sweaters.
10. The only Ice you're likely to see is the
cubes keeping your drink cold.
. You Don't Have to Take
Finance 451 to Know What
55% Off Means
Through Commodore's Educational
DiscoUnt Program. students and
educators are eligible to recieve up to
55% discounts on all Commodore and
Amiga Hardware.
Call today for prices on Commodore's
Amiga and PC Series computers!
(401) 738-3430
101 W. Nalick RC*I
Warwick, RI 02886
ACI'OIS from Warwick Mal]
. (SOB) 379-0088
25 Market Street
Swansea. MA 0'1:177
ComerofRL 6 cl: ]36
"'''~·I· ':f ~" Gi • • ....
" ..... ".. .' J.. ~. ,... •
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Noteworthy
Sophs wrap- up bnsy year with picnic
Sopbomore class officers are pictured here witb their
new friends from the "Little Friends Preschool".
The sophomore class has
had a busy year. .
In October they brought
you pumpkins to help
celebrate Halloween. They
put a turkey basket together in
November in order to feed a
family Thanksgiving dinner.
Santa Claus arrived in
December to take pictures
with his favorite RWC
students.
Money donated by RWC
students bought toys for
children in a local orphanage.
In February at the
Providence Biltmore, RWC
students danced with their
favorite sweetheart at the
second anooal Semi- Formal
Valentine's Day dance.
A dinner theater was set
up in March where students
could enjoy a-good meal while
watching a production of Neil
Simon's Last of the Red Hot
Lovers.
Just before spring break
RWC helped bring the Easter
Bunny to the YMCA in Bristol
for young children to enjoy.
On April 3, the
sophomore class sponsored
an Easter Egg Hunt for the
children of "Uttle Friends
Preschool" at the Bristol town
YMCA. The rain outside didn't
spoil the fun inside. The
children really enjoyed
themselves and so did the
sophomore class officers.
The last event of the year
for the sophomore class was
an end of the year picnic at
Colt State Park.
. The sophomore class
recently reelected their class
officers to lead them through
their junior year.
They are: President,
Denise Conte, Vice
President, Krista
Katsepetses, Secretary,
Jennifer Mautte and
Treasurer Douglas Emilio.
Treat loans as a future investment
with a great alternative to
making school payments. It is
a form of aid that helps you to
develop good financial habits.
The Rnancial Aid Office will
help you if you want more
information on loans. Contact
the Rnancial Aid Office at
extension 2100, or stop by for
an appointment.
) We Also HaveAssortmentsOf Grinders
4: Beverages
SHIHIc. for E.JtIra ......
expires 5/3l!~:A
(
Credit
Look for a representative from Bristol Toyota
on campus, Friday, May 11 from 11 am to Spm.
For details call Bristol Toyota. Askf~r Eva.
defaulting and that 1s usually
due to a lack of planning and
communication. However,
once you default, the entire
amount of your loan may be
due and you tax refunds may
be withheld.
Careful loan planning and
counseling can provide you
Motor Corporation
College 'Graduate
Finance Plan
BAlZANO'S PIZZA
567 Hope SC., Bristol, Rl 2)3·.l19S
One Dollar
Off
IargeOr
X-large Pizza
Toyota
to establish strong credit, as·
long as you pay them back on
time. When you fail to pay
your loan, you are in default..
Default is failure to meet your
financial obligations when a
payment becomes due and
payable.' Only 5 percent of
those who borrow end up
4, Have no adverse credit history.
Start buiLd."f19 your cre4!"t rat"f19 today
Here's how you qualify
We've made it easy to qualify for TMCC Financ-
ing by meeting these four conditions:
I. Graduate from a four-year college or
graduate school. You· have from six
months before until one year after
graduation to apply.
. 2. Acquire a verifiable job offer that will
begin within 120 days of your purchase.
with a salary sufficient to cover ordlnary
living expenses and vehicle payments.
3. Show proof of insurability.
8 percent of that for student
loan payments.
A starting salary of $25,000,
for example, allows a student
to borrow $12,500 and make
monthly payments of $167 at
10% interest for 10 years.
The Stafford Loan allows a
student to borrow up to
$13,250 over a four-year
period, thus the above
example would fit into the
loan's allowance. The Stafford
Loan doesn't require any
payments while you're in
school and you only have to
begin paying it six months
after graduation. Its interest
rate is 8 percent for the first
four years and 10 percent for
the remaining years taken to
repay the loan. Planning
ahead prevents unexpected
expenses.
Loans are an excellent way
AU fl$(£[/15
Patlflf,tl1
Darren Jones and Bridget Lanagan man th
This and That Retail stand.
Pboto by Megban Duffy
You may'have noticed a white cart outside the
student union lately. No, its not the good humor man,
it's Diane Harvey's retail management class.
They're selling can coozies, bottle sleeves, key
rings and frisbees (all priced under $5) as part of a c1as
project. The proceeds will go to buy business books
and journals.
The students, w~o are being graded on
participation and how well they push the product, will
be selling their wares until the last day of exams.
And they hope that with This and That Retail, they'll
be starting a tradition in the business division.
By Rick Resende
Special to the Messenger
A little of this.. ~.
The average student loan
amount is approximately
$8500, but a college degree
can earn $600,000 more than
a high-school diploma over a
lifetime, therefore, a loan
should be taken as an
investment in your future.
Before a loan is considered
it is necessary to find out how
much can be paid back after
graduation. The Career
Service Office can help you
find out starting entry level
salaries related to your major.
You'll be making more money
once you graduate, but you
might also have other costs,
like a car payment, or
apartment rental, so it is
necessary to find out the entry
level income for your
.profession and plan to budget
(;I..l-L"SIFII~I)
June thru September, 1990
Non-stop service! Mix 'N Match!
Immediate Confirmatio'nsl
GATEWAY BRITAIN PARIS
NewYor1t $129-$259 $199-$279
Boston $15g.$249 $219-$289
LoweOST
FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
./1'11111 $129*
COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Starting pay $ 11.05. Due to
expansidD international ftnn
now interviewing. FulvPart
time summer positions in
Promotion'-Marketing-
Advertising-Public Relations.
No experience necessary.
Flexible hours. Will add to
your resume. Call now, t>egin
work after exams.
in S. East Mass.
(508) 698-<>848
in New London CT.
(203) 442-3929'
In Fall Riverl New Bedford
(508) 999-3784
in Rhode Island:
, (401) 946-0153
"..,..
American Travel
Services, 'nco
FORM A GROUP...
EARN A
FREETR/P!
1-800-344-8360
Incr
1-800-522-6286
ATTENTION
ATTENTION-
HIRING!
GOVERNMENT JOBS
IN YOUR AREA.
$17,840-$69,485
CALL 1-602-838-8885
EXT. R18883
Government seized
vehicles from $100.
Fo'rds, Mercedes,
COIvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers ..
Guide.
1-602-838-8885
Ext. A18883
AFTER ABORTION~
HELPLINE, INC. Non-smoking
roommate to
NEED TOTALK? share
.MAY WE HELP? 2-bedroom
,·COMASSIONAlE. apartment inCONFIDENTIAL. I.. Bristol forEVERY EVENING , .
7 - 10 PM, su.mmer only.
MONDAY MORNING $250 per montl1
11 AM-2PM
CALL 941-3050. plus half
.- I utilities. Call
253-0646.
ATlENTION: EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY!!!!
Assemble products at home.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 .
. Ext. W-18883
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY
TYPING AT
HOME!
32,OOO/YR
INCOME
POTENTIAL.
DETAILS.
(1) 602-838-8885
EXT. T- 18883
ATTENTION
HIRING! CRUISE
SHIP, CASINO,
HOTEL JOBS!
FREE TRAVEL
BENEFITS!
DETAILS.
(1) 602-838;.8885 /
EXT. y- 18883
©199OiV&T
ATTENTION
POSTAL JOBS!
START $11.41 Ihour!
FOR APPLICATION
IMpO~Ol 'E ~~~O6~~~;38-8885,~ ,V EXT. M-18883,vnU 6a.m.-10p.m.,7 days
'-~-l~ r~~~~~-''''''''''-~I'~~~~
COMMUNICATION
-SKILLS.
FORUM FROM
PAGE 3
,; ..
ATSaT
The right choice.
-
An JfI&[Card helps you rommunicate better, because you can use it to call from all
kinds ofplaces. Like a friend's, or a pay phone, or out on the road. You don't even need to
have a phone in your name to get one. And every month you get an itemized bill stating
where and when you used the card. _
To apply for the Af&rCard, call us at
1800 525-=7955, Ext. 630.
Now; ifonly it were that easy to improve
your grade point average.
of traffic and people on
cafTl>us. Doing this, she said,
would also eiminate a lot of
green space.
Sicuro offered that the
college is looking into
purchasing options on
property north of north
campus. Doing this would add
green space provided the
college did not then decide to
~ ~~ .. develop any property it is to
"7 : acquire.
___ ~ ~- _ ,~ ~, ~__~............ ~__~;:;:;;~__--::l~ _
'. ,. ttuS" u••••ng.r
Note.worthy
Students experience .Jamaican culture
A life in crime?
By Lisa Bigelow
Sp,ecial to The ~essenger
During the January
intercession Mark Gould takes
six to eight sttidents to
Jamaica or the Caribbean to
look at the tropical system.
Gould, originally from
Washington, D.C., lives in
West Kingston. He has taught
ecology classes at Roger
Williams College since 1973.
A benthiceologist, Gould
studies the bottoms of the
ocean and the bay.
"I am fascinated with how
everything fits together in our
enviornment," said Gould. "I
also like examining different
types of organisms." .
"The update on marine
biology in Jamaica" was the
topic that marine biologist
GoUld, talked about on March
28.
The trip to Jamaica was not
only a fun experience, but
also a learning experience.
"Individuals learned a great
deal about how the
ecosystems work in a cross-
cultural aspect," said Gould.
"This trip to Jamaica was trying the Atlantic ocean with
to get the student to better J . located' st 90 '1
understand himself or herself amaJCa J!.I OJ as
south of Cuba.
in relationship to his or her Students stayed in two-
environment, and what the , bedroom apartments with one
human does to that bathroom. "We take
envfronment."
This trop'cal experience is everything for granted here,
even the washing machines,"
offered once a year for juniors ,Gould said. "The place that we
and seniors only. The stayed in was in the
students studied the floral boondocks, With not too many
faunas of plants and animals, facilities."
Gould said. "The group of "We always walked around
students that went were wondering what was going to
dedicated and had a lot of happen next," he said.
fun," he said. Jamaica was filled with many
Jamaica is a c1fferent surprises, like bats swarming
culture, and the students all around a dark cave.
learned what it was Ike to Ive - "One of my favorite areas on
in a town like the one we the island, was the Blue
stayed in, Gould said. "It was Lagoon," Gould said.
not first class that's for sure," "Beautiful aqua water, and I
said Charles Jungwirth, a loved to listen to the water."
naturaL science division faculty This was one of the many
member. "The town they sights they saw.
stayed in wasn't really for Ferns ~ere all over the
tourists." place, he said. "The area we
"The island of Jamaica is the were in had more ferns than
size of,Connecticut, said . the northeast and ~urope
Gould. "We were surrounded combined."
by deserts in Jamaica, and we There were many types of
landed in Montego Bay. The animals the students saw.
Caribbean is just a branch of "The fish are extremely small
IMAGES FROM PAGE 7
there, ike in an aquarium,"
said Goulet. "We also saw
many arimals that were very
large in size."
The group spent half a day
visiting an extraordinary sight
called Dunns River Falls. "It
was a piece of cake for us," he
said. "Then the sun went
down and it was time for us all
to go home or do whatever we
wanted."
.., "It was interesting to hear
about the trip to Jamaica. It
sounds like a learning
opportunity and some of the
sights they saw they may
never see again," said Kerry
Skorupski, a student who
attended the lecture.
Natural science major Rich
.Eckert said he learned a lot
about Jamaica from the talk
and that it .was interesting to
see what the group did. "I
leamed about the culture as
well as the biological
features," he said.
"It was a lot more work than I
thought, but it was a lot of
fun," said Kate Hughes, one
of the students who went on
the trip. Hughes said she
might go back next year for an
independent stUdy.
"I call it going from the two
dimensional black and white
system here to the three
dimensional color down
there," Gould said. "The bay is
a very rich environment, but
there are a lot of other areas in
the world."
the trip. Hughes said she
might go back next year for an
independent study.
"I call it goihg from the twQ
dimensional black and white
system here to the three
dimensional color down
there," Gould said. "The bay is
a very rich environment, but
there are a lot of other areas in
the world."
TOPF FROM
PAGE 3
Topf said he did not know
how his resignation would
affect the group who did not
learn of his resignation until it
met May 1. Topf said he did
feel the committee as a whole
was concerned with its future.
1 Hour Film Developing
with this ad
Terry Heston finds out how to stay on the right side of
the law from his brother Michael, a Vermont State
Trooper at a recent Career Fair held by Career Services.
CLIP THIS COUPON . . . . . . .
Returning to the less
subconscious freedom
afforded by contemporary
advertising mores, Kilbourne
showed an ad of a woman
standing in the dark with the
shadow of a man advancing
from behind. The ad read:
"Let the adventure begin." If I
were that woman I'd b e
running like hell.
"Advertisements like these,"
Kilbourne said, "normalize
dangerous attitudes. Images
in the media equate
masculinity with brutality and
femininity with
submissiveness."
Emphasizing that both
sexes are caught up in this
syndrome together, Kilbourne
asked that her audience
become more acutely aware of
what advertisers are doing and
why they are doing it. The
subconscious~s. she
implied,'shoul engage us in
efforts to support victims of
violence' and abuse, to
support women's centers, and
to convince politicians to put
human needs ahead of
corporate profits.
That aU sounds fine and
worthy, but we're battling an
entrenched male Corporate
mindset which has, in some
cases, co-opted female
executives. When
advertisements persist today
that bombard us with such
notions as "If your hair isn't
beautiful, the rest hardly
matters," or "Your guy,
another reason for Midol," you
know the war has just begun.
Know thine enemy.
This, article was reprinted
from Newport This Week.
DORMS FROM
PAGE 3
in the college zone, Sicuro
said, adding that a six-member
college zone committee will
work with neighbors to assure
them the college is attune to
their concerns with its building
projects.
KINKS FROM
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obviously enjoyed by the
audience, who sang along
and danced throughout the
concert.
Dave Davies, the lead
gUitarist, let fans strum his
guitar at times, and gave
another fan his guitar pick.
The Kinks looked like they
were having the time of their
life, and for good reason~­
everyone else was.
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
TWO ROLL LIMIT
EXPIRES MAY 30 90
PUT IT ON CASSETIE AND I'LL DO
YOUR TYPING! IIII ::<:~' -:_0_= .:;m
WILL ACCEPT HAND-WRITTEN TOO!
CALL 253-1007 AFfER 5 PM
, $2.50 PER PAGE
NO TIME TO WRITE?
SORRY NO DISC FILM
SETS OF
©(Q)[L(Q)[Ri
PRINTS
FOR THE
PRICE OF
'~.use~ _, _ •
,'H ......
CLIP THIS COUPON FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
~~-~~-_...
':;;-." ~ '\, ~-;;
p.lge 22 'May i, ,1990
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.Information
Rehearsal
Tickets' for' C-ruise $10.00
Tickets for Picnic/J>arents $5.00
Tickets for both days $13.0.0,
'MAY '18 PICNIC/PARENTS
12:90' PM - 3:00 PM by the
pon~. ,Featuring DJ Gary
Valentine.. Parents Night 6:30
at the Paolino Recreation'
.Gown
~
,' .. '~ ~. ,
. r .~ .i
Schedule:·' to"pickup
Cap & Gown
,.
.,
, '
C ' "~'ap
All graduation students are
asked to pick up caps, gowns,
hoods,invitations, and rain
tickets starting Monday May
7th through Saturday May 12th.
y ~u can pick them up in the
Union at the Director of Aux.
and Student Activities Office
There will be a short rehersal,
on Friday, May 18,1990 a't 3:30
PM. Students should report to
the front of the' Recreation
Building. It is important that
you are there so that officials
can giv~ you instructions
regarding the ceremony.
Mon.
...Tue.
Wed.
Thu.
Fri.
Sat.
May 7
,May 8
May 9
May 10
May 11,
May 12
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM.
9:00 AM. - 6:00 ,PM
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
'9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Noon - 3:00 PM
.
,
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We'r~ giving you two
things you never .
. .thought ~ou '
had enough of.
Cash and Credit.
•
.-~-~--
NEW~1-·mJm]!
,FORD DEALE'RS
E~~
PROBE TAURUS
.Additional Ford vehicles not pictured but included in this program are Crown.Victoria, F-Series Pick-Ups, Bronco. Bronco II; Econolines and Club Wagon.
Qualified college graduates can get $500 cash back and special Ford Credit
financing, which could mea dow ent. Pre-approved credit amounts are
r.illiidlidhnlli..., .
While you may have spent the last four
(or more) years trying to scrape together
enough cash for a late night pizza,
your New England Ford Dealers know
that in the coming years, things are
going to be different That's why we're .
~aking it easier for college grads to buy
any of the quality Ford 1990 or 1991 -
cars and trucks featured~
To qualify, you mlist tak~ delivery
by December 31, 1990. All you have to
do is earn'a bachelor's degree or an
advanced degree from an accredited 4-
year college ~r unive~ity, and gradu~te
between Apnll, 1989, and December
nl~O. .
Ford's College Graduate Purchase
Program. Think of it as an extra credit
that'll really payoff.
See your New England Ford
Dealer for details. For more infor-
mation, call this toll-free number:
1-:800-321-1536.
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